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Abstract
What are the features of a sentence that enable a reader to distinguish between the various different temporal uses of prepositions? To
answer this question, we analyzed all the sentences in the million word Brown corpus containing a temporal use of FOR. The preposition
FOR has been taken as a case study as it is both highly frequent and has several different uses. The results show that many different
aspects of the FOR PP itself and of its matrix play a role. The most important are: the temporal nature of the noun in the PP as this
indicates the temporal use, the definite v. indefinite nature of the determiner in the PP (in particular if there is no determiner, then the
distinction between absence due to a proper noun v. a plural), the nature and aspect of the verb in the matrix of the PP, the position of
the PP relative to other components of the matrix and finally the presence of certain qualifiers and post-modifiers in the PP which attach
durations to the time axis. It is recommended that attention be paid to these features when tagging a text for temporal analysis.

1. Introduction

We use a dozen or so prepositions to convey temporal
information. A few of do so in several different ways. How
do listeners determine which of these ways the speaker in-
tended? They use other features in the sentence, such as the
aspect of the verb. Determining what these features are is
the central concern of this talk.

We focus on just one of these prepositions: FOR. FOR

is the most prolific of the temporal prepositions after IN,
which I have already dealt with elsewhere (Brée, in press).
And, like IN, but unlike the other high frequency tempo-
ral preposition AT, it is used in several different ways. The
main distinction is between temporal durations (lengths of
time not directly attached to the time line, e.g. FOR five min-
utes) and named temporal intervals, which are attached to
the time line, e.g. FOR 1961.

The most frequent temporal use of FOR is to indicate
that a state given by the matrix in which the FOR Preposi-
tional Phrase (PP) is embedded, holds for a length of time,
i.e. FOR acts as a universal quantifier over a duration:

f32:084 She helped with teaching as well as office work
FOR a few years . . .

During any sub duration of the duration a few years, the
claim is being made that she helped with teaching. In-
deed, the possibility or otherwise of adding a durational
FOR phrase to a verb phrase is a well-known test of a state
versus an event verb.

The duration may be attached to the time axis to indi-
cate an interval, with one end or the other being the time of
reference (tor) (Reichenbach, 1947):

n09:100b Tom had been laying for Aaron McBride FOR a
long time . . .

p14:189 I won’t be in town FOR a couple of days . . .

One of our tasks is to discover how to determine whether
the duration indicated by the FOR prepositional phrase (PP)
is attached to the tor or not.

FOR, unlike IN, cannot in general be used with a tem-
poral interval, c.f.:

g14:001 There were fences IN/*FOR the old days when we
were children.

So how is universal quantification over a temporal interval
indicated? By using IN, even though with durations it is
an existential quantifier, or, occasionally and for emphasis,
throughout.

g32:061 Little enough joy was afforded Wright
in/*for/throughout the spring of 1925 . . .

However, in certain circumstances FOR can be used with a
temporal interval:

j66:011 “Evil, man, evil”, he said, and that’s all he said FOR

the rest of the night.
b01:038 DeKalb’s budget FOR 1961 is a record one . . .
h29:018b I look for TV sales and production to be approxi-

mately equal at 5.7 million sets FOR the year . . .

There are obviously restrictions on the use of FOR with an
interval rather than a duration, and another of our tasks will
be to determine what these restrictions are.

As with other temporal prepositions, FOR can be used
not only to indicate a duration or an interval, but it also has
special and idiomatic uses which will need to be recognized
as such:

k19:060 Rector asked him to move it FOR the time being;
. . . [special]

n23:015 And FOR the hundredth time that week, he was
startled at her beauty. [idiomatic]

We will now look in more detail at these different ways
in which FOR is used temporally before searching for the
features of the context that may discriminate between these
different uses. Then, by examining sentences with a tem-
poral FOR PP in a corpus, we will develop a set of heuristic
rules for actually making such discriminations using these
features, and others if necessary.

The corpus that will be used is the Brown University
corpus of a million words taken from 499 sample texts of
American English (Kučera & Frances, 1967) selected ran-
domly from 15 genres, labelled a . . . r. Sentences from the
corpus are indicated by the use this letter, followed by a
number to indicate the text, then a semi-colon and finally
the sequential number of the sentence within its text. For
example, n19:100b indicates the 100th sentence in the 19th

text within the genre n. The final b indicates that the FOR

being analyzed is its second occurrence in that sentence.
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There is, in the Penn Tree Bank, a tagged version of the
Brown corpus which was originally used. However, for the
level of analysis that is to be undertaken here, the tagging
proved to be insufficient. Since this analysis was made,
a newly tagged and parsed version of the Brown corpus
has been made available by the Language Data Consortium
(Penn Tree version 3), but only 8 of the 15 genre have been
parsed. This tagging includes an identification of the tem-
poral use of prepositions. However, a check of the temporal
uses of IN against a hand analysis showed that there were
about 80% more instances tagged as the temporal use of IN

(821) compared to those found by hand (483) in these same
genres (Brée, in press). Consequently this new version of
the Brown corpus is not suitable as a basis for the level of
analysis that we are about to conduct.

2. Uses
2.1. Duration

We begin with cases in which FOR specifies a duration.
It is usually indicated by an indefinite determiner in the FOR

PP. In its simplest form the duration is unattached in any
way to the time axis. Otherwise the duration is attached
to the time axis at the tor, to indicate an interval either
beginning or ending at the tor. Taken together these are
the Duration uses.

The simplest Duration use is to specify a pure duration
during which the matrix proposition holds, either just once
or on a regular basis:

a24:035 One house was without power FOR about half an
hour . . .

k14:074 He worked FOR two hours a day with each model
sent by the rabbi.

However, the duration may also be attached to the time
axis just after or before the tor. The matrix state then lasts
for the whole of the interval with the tor at one end and
lasting the duration specified in the FOR phrase:

p14:189 I won’t be in town FOR a couple of days,
. . . [tor ]

f34:092 Cereal grains have been used FOR centuries to pre-
pare fermented beverages. [tor ]

Combinations with PPs introduced by other temporal
prepositions give interesting possibilities here:

After: updates the tor, and the duration follows the
tor (tor ):

n13:034 . . . FOR a good minute after they rounded the
bend . . . Matilda could not speak at all.

Before: updates the tor, and the duration precedes the
tor (tor ):

f13:080 . . . usually you would do better to rent a place
FOR a year or two before you buy.

Since: marks the beginning of the duration ending at the
tor (tor ):

f20:073 FOR three years, since the liquor territorial
conference, Torrio had . . . tolerated O’Banion’s
impudent double-crossing.

Until: marks the end of the duration beginning at the
tor (tor ):

d15:075 They went along the pass . . . FOR a short
while until they came to a river . . .

Occasionally an indefinite duration will be found with a
special use of FOR (see Section 2.3.):

p20:162 We went to the Louvre FOR a few hours . . .

Note that the going to the Louvre did not last a few hours; it
was the subsequent stay in the Louvre that lasted that time.

2.2. Interval

FOR phrases with intervals, usually indicated by a def-
inite determiner, can be used in the same three ways as for
IN phrases: attached to the VP, attached to an NP and as
an interval over which a count in the matrix is to be taken.
Taken together these are the Interval uses. We will look at
each in turn.

2.2.1. Attached to the VP
As we have seen already, only certain intervals can be

used in a FOR PP whose matrix is a VP. From the Brown
corpus we find that there are just three types of interval that
may be used.

The specification of the interval includes its duration.
The interval in the FOR phrase is a duration but the dura-
tion is qualified or modified so that it becomes unique and
definite:

The duration is attached to the tor and made definite
by using a suitable qualifier such as past/last/next:

g08:010 But the South is, and has been FOR the past
century, engaged in . . .

n19:053 FOR the last half hour Mary Jane had criss-
crossed half the length of the Gardens . . .

l07:116 FOR the next hour he scrambled happily up
and down the ladder, . . .

The duration is attached to some other time inter-
val using a suitable post-modifier such as follow-
ing/ending/up to . . . :

g54:071 . . . FOR the weeks following it Tom did not
know whether his return to Harvard could be ar-
ranged.

a43:036 Operating revenues were . . . up FOR the 12
months ending in March.

g46:040 The plan is admirably fulfilled FOR the pe-
riod up to 1832.

The interval is part of a larger definite interval. The
part may be the beginning, the end or somewhere in the
middle of the interval and is given either by an adjective or
a complex NP:

The beginning of a definite interval, using the first:

f16:061 FOR the first three weeks, the ship skirted up
the east coast of Great Britain, then turned west-
ward.

The end of a definite interval, using the qualifiers the
rest of/remainder of/remaining:

r08:022 FOR the remainder of the movie, Chancellor
Neitzbohr proceeds to lash the piano stool . . .
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j79:009a Moreover, by . . . always using the optimal
Af-stage policy FOR the remaining stages, . . .

Some other part of a definite interval, using,
e.g. most/much/whole (duration)/all of:

a18:027 FOR most of the 25 years the operation was
under feminine direction.

a18:039 Col. Clifton Lisle . . . headed the Troop Com-
mittee FOR much of its second and third decades
. . .

f15:021b . . . it is possible to be exempt from the nor-
mal obligation of parenthood for a long time and
even FOR the whole duration of married life . . .

The tor is included in the interval using a noun phrase
such as now, the present, the moment:

m03:016 “FOR now, it is clear that we were in the wrong.
g15:025 FOR the present it is enough to note that . . .
l14:068 Try to forget motive FOR the moment.

In summary, the interval in a FOR phrase whose matrix
is a VP must be either:

- a duration made definite by a qualifier or modifier link-
ing it to the tor or another interval; or

- part of a larger interval; or

- an interval that includes the tor specifically,
e.g. now, the present, the moment.

Note, in particular, that proper nouns indicating clock times
and calendar dates, such as 7 p.m., May, 1996, are not
found.

2.2.2. FOR modifying a noun phrase
The matrix of FOR phrase may itself be a noun phrase

referring to a regularly recurring event or object. The FOR

phrase indicates a unique interval which serves to pick out
a specific occurrence of this event or object. Here there is
no restriction on the type of interval specified in the FOR

PP:

Regularly recurring events, e.g. plays

k05:140 The play FOR Saturday night was to be a ben-
efit performance of The Octoroon.

Regularly recurring financial objects, e.g. tax returns,
budgets, costs, revenues etc.:

h24:009 Since . . . your return FOR the calendar year
1961 will be timely filed.

b01:038 DeKalb’s budget FOR 1961 is a record one
. . .

a28:013 FOR the year to date, sales . . . still lag about
5 % behind 1960.

Other regularly recurring objects, e.g. newspapers,
journals, appointments, horoscopes, rates and even
obligations:

g38:040 The final issue of the Englishman, No. 57
FOR February 15, ran to some length . . .

j56:055 Eber L. Taylor of Manchester Depot recorded
. . . in his diary FOR 1906.

g49:003 . . . having made a formal engagement by let-
ter FOR the next week, . . .

p21:082 I may settle on some makeshift arrangements
FOR the summer.

r09:078 . . . I’d say that your horoscope FOR this au-
tumn is the reverse of rosy.

j07:030b . . . to give reliable impact rates FOR the pe-
riods of exposure.

b17:009a Our only obligation FOR this day is to vote,
. . .

It could be argued that the use of a FOR phrase to qualify
a noun is not essentially temporal. In many of the above ex-
amples the time in the FOR phrase could be replaced by an
appropriate proper noun, e.g. FOR IBM, FOR John. The FOR

phrase would then indicate possession or purpose, e.g. the
budget of IBM, the arrangements for John (i.e. the special
use of FOR, see Section 2.3.). We have included it here as
we have chosen to include as temporal all uses of FOR that
have a temporal noun in the PP.

2.2.3. There is a count over an interval given by the
FOR PP

This is closely related to the above, but there is no NP
which the FOR PP is modifying. Rather there is a count
over an interval given by the FOR PP:

a43:038 FOR the year, the road earned 133 per cent of its
interest costs . . .

Normally IN is used for indicating the interval over which a
count is taken, but when the interval is given by a duration
made definite by the determiner the, then FOR is used.

The remaining examples of the use of a definite noun
phrase with FOR are non-standard. These have been cate-
gorized as a special use (Section 2.3.) and an idiomatic use
(Section 2.4.).

2.3. Special use

The special use is one in which the FOR phrase gives an
interval but not one in which the matrix proposition holds.
Rather it is an interval, later than the tor, in which some
event, that is related to the matrix proposition in some way,
will take place. The relationship may be a simple predic-
tion, planning or purpose:

h29:008 I believe a further gain is in prospect FOR 1961.
[prediction]

a10:045 The dinner is sponsored by organized labor and is
scheduled FOR 7 p.m.. [plan]

l24:118 We decided to leave the third one intact FOR tomor-
row. [purpose]

Note how in all these examples, the matrix proposition
holds at the tor rather than in the interval given by the
FOR PP. In:
h29:008 the gain is already in prospect at the tor; the ac-

tual gain will be realised later, in 1961.

a10:045 the dinner is already scheduled by the tor; the
actual dinner will take place later, at 7 p.m..

l24:118 the third one is left intact at the tor; the reason
for this is so that it can serve some purpose tomorrow.

It is the matrix that is indicative of this special usage. It
needs to indicate that an action has been undertaken that
will lead to some event to take place or state to be the case
at a future interval that is given by the FOR PP. How this
is indicated is not simple. The matrix verb, plus particle if
present, gives the indication: be in prospect, be scheduled,
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decide to X. A list of verbs that were found in the corpus to
indicate special use will be given in Section 4.2.

While the FOR PPs in the purposeful sentences such as
l24:118 clearly have a temporal function, they are not only
temporal. There is also a sense of purpose which is another
use of FOR:

a01:060 Vandiver opened his race FOR governor in 1958 . . .

Should they be included as a temporal use of FOR? With
prepositions with both temporal and spatial uses, such as AT

or IN, the temporal use can be detected from the temporal
nature of the noun in the PP (Brée & Pratt, 1997). If we
wish to use this general heuristic to identify when a PP is
being used temporally rather than spatially, we need to keep
these as a special temporal use of FOR.

Note also that, as with NP attachment of the FOR inter-
val, proper clock and calendar nouns can be used in the FOR

PP when there is a special use.

2.4. Idiomatic
For the Nth time, where Nth is any ordinal, generally

first, but including last, was classified as idiomatic use:

p22:041 It was weeks before we even kissed FOR the first
time.

19:008 And FOR the thousandth time, I answered myself.

The reason for considering this an idiomatic use is that the
noun time is here not being used in its temporal meaning but
as an indication of position in a sequence. Confirmation of
this difference is given by the different translations given in
other languages. In Dutch, for instance, the normal word
for time is tijd; but in the expression for the Nth time, it is
keer.

This concludes the list of uses for temporal FOR

phrases. We turn now to an examination of the components
of the phrase in the expectation that they will distinguish
between these different uses.

3. Components of the prepositional phrase
Our task now is to code features of the sentences which

may indicate which of the temporal uses of the FOR PP
was intended by the writer. The following information was
coded for each sentence in the Brown corpus in which the
preposition FOR was being used temporally. The features of
the PP, being those specified in a standard grammar (Quirk
et al., 1985), arranged in order of occurrence in the PP as in
Except for most of the first glorious year of his Presidency,
were:

Any pre-modifier of FOR (16):1 not, except, only, save.

Any pre-determiner of the NP in the FOR PP (68): a
fraction (of), a cardinal number of, all, only, even, most
of, much of, longer than, more than, about, approxi-
mately, nearly, almost, up to, at (the) least, over.

Any determiner of the NP: definite, indefinite, demon-
strative, possessive, quantifier, none or zero. When

1The numbers in parentheses give the number of occurrences
in the total of all 1006 examples of temporal use of FOR in the
Brown corpus.

there was no determiner a choice was made, by hand,
whether to give a ‘none’ or a ‘zero’ entry. A ‘none’ en-
try was chosen if the noun was a noun, usually proper,
which could not take any determiner, i.e. a particular
year, month or date. Otherwise a ‘zero’ entry was cho-
sen. The reason for this distinction is that the ‘none’
entries behave in the same way as definite determin-
ers, whereas the ‘zero’ entries behave in the same way
as indefinite determiners.2

The distinction between ‘definite’ and ‘indefinite’ was
important in distinguishing between Duration and In-
terval uses of FOR. The ‘demonstrative’ and ‘posses-
sive’ entries all had the same effect as the ‘definite’
and ‘none’ determiners. We will refer to them as Def-
inite determiners (302). The ‘quantifiers’ were the ex-
istentials some and any; they occurred in FOR phrases
which were given a duration meaning. Therefore, they
were grouped with ‘indefinite’ and ‘zero’; this group
will be referred to as Indefinite determiners (704).

Any post-determiner of the NP (541): (total of) N [a
cardinal number], Ns of, an ordinal number, single,
couple of, dozen, number of, few, several, (so) many,
matter of, another, more, past, preceding, last, next,
only.

Any qualifier of the head noun in the NP, e.g. glorious.

The head noun in the NP, sub divided by type (Brée &
Pratt, 1997):

Measure of a temporal duration (865), e.g. year;

Calendar interval (47), e.g. 1966, future;

Cyclical (22), e.g. morning, spring;

Part of a longer event (10), e.g. act, inning, movement,
session, spell, stage;

Adverbials (25): ever, long, now, once, tomorrow,
tonight;

Life (2): birthday, lifetime;

Complex, always with a post-modifier (2): length, re-
mainder

If there was a phrase post-modifying the NP, then
the preposition or conjunction introducing this post-
modifying expression (126): of, when, in (advance),
during, any demonstrative, ended, ending, up to, af-
ter(ward), since, following, commencing, starting, or,
and, at, each, every, a(n), now, being, to (come),
longer, forward, as (a whole), than.

Certain properties of the verb in the matrix were also
noted as these were required to make the distinction be-
tween different uses:
Tense (only coded when required): past, present,

past/present participle, infinitive;

Aspect (174): perfect (146), progressive (2), perfect pro-
gressive (26);

2Two ‘nouns’, actually adverbials being used as nouns, never
take a determiner, but the determiner was coded as ‘Zero’ rather
than ‘None’ as they always occurred with Durations rather than
Intervals: long (17), ever (1).
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Modal (92): will (46), shall (5), can (30), may (6), have to
(3).

Also with Interval uses, the position of the FOR PP relative
to other components of the matrix, in particular its verb.

The categories that turned out to be of most help in dis-
criminating between different uses of FOR were the deter-
miner, the noun itself and the post-modifiers, which we now
need to examine in some detail.

3.1. Post-modifiers

As we have seen, the noun in the FOR phrase is fre-
quently post-modified (126). There are of several kinds
of post-modifiers: adverbials, conjunctions, demonstratives
and other temporal prepositions followed by a noun phrase.
Each can be used for different functions depending on
whether the determiner is Definite or Indefinite. We now
will look in detail at which post-modifiers indicate which
function. This section can be skipped without loss of con-
tinuity; a summary is given in Section 3.1.3..

3.1.1. With an Indefinite determiner
When the determiner was Indefinite (82), usually asso-

ciated with one of the Duration uses (see Section 4.3.), the
post-modifying phrase has one of the following functions:

It can simply add information about the duration (22),
usually just to say that a period is temporal (period of
time, 7), but also to indicate more precisely its length
(using period of, 4; as long as, 4) or even its nature
(of, 5):

j11:081 . . . many have been made FOR a very short pe-
riod of time.

j08:054a All samplers were operated FOR a period of
two hours . . .

j16:012b . . . until used they were stored FOR as long
as 2 weeks.

f11:076 An average national figure FOR two to three
years of treatment would be $ 650 to $ 1,000 .

It can signal that the duration is generic (18), either di-
rectly (at a time, 2) or by giving the cyclical frequency
(a(n), 13; every, 3; each, 2):

k14:074 He worked FOR two hours a day . . .
g37:010 . . . the missionaries skipped FOR hours at a

time.
f04:117 Rugged outdoor exercise FOR an hour and a

half every day

It can link the duration to the tor (14), either as pre-
ceding it (now, 10) or following it (to come, 6; longer,
3; forward, 1)

b08:066 She’s been in and out of my house FOR a
dozen years now . . .

b15:005b The demand for these lots can be met FOR

some time to come.
p07:005 Spencer was quiet FOR a moment longer . . .
h02:081a . . . they must plan their own complex invest-

ment programs FOR at least 5 years forward . . .

It can link the duration to an interval other than the
tor (20), either being in the interval (in, 6; during,
2; a demonstrative, 2) or beginning at the interval (af-
ter(ward), 3; since, 1; following, 3; starting, 1; com-
mencing, 1):

a28:031 Except FOR a few months in late 1960 and
early 1961 . . .

b23:087a A truth-revealing crisis erupted in Katanga
FOR a couple of days this month . . .

k29:016 FOR many nights afterward . . .
j56:088a FOR a time following the abandonment of

the local plant . . .

It can even alter the extent of the duration given by the
head noun in the FOR PP (11), either by giving an al-
ternative duration (using or, 5), by including another
type of duration (and, 1) or by setting the given dura-
tion as a maximum (as long as, 4) or a minimum (more
. . . than, 1):

f43:021 FOR a moment or two, both scenes are
present simultaneously ,

r06:063 . . . her husband hasn’t been home FOR two
days and nights.”

j16:012b . . . until used they were stored FOR as long
as 2 weeks.

3.1.2. With a Definite determiner
When the determiner was Definite (44) the post-

modifying phrase has one of the following functions:

To specify the interval over which the count FOR the
N time is to be taken (21), using in (14), a demon-
strative (4) or since (3):

l12:154 FOR the first time in his life . . .
n23:015 And FOR the hundredth time that week, he

was startled at her beauty.
r01:035 Then, FOR the first time since his arrest . . .

To specify the larger interval from which a part is se-
lected by the head noun, using of (7):

p03:078 FOR the first few months of their marriage
. . .

r08:022 FOR the remainder of the movie . . .

When the head noun is a Measure noun, to specify
the end of the duration thus selecting an interval and
making the FOR NP Definite (5), using ending/ed (3),
up to (1), following (1):

h27:001 Sales and net income FOR the year ended De-
cember 31, 1960 . . .

h29:011 FOR the year as a whole, retail sales of TV
sets . . .

To describe a further attribute of the interval which en-
ables it to be identified uniquely (6), using of posses-
sively (5), or when with a clause (1):

a05:025b . . . come up with recommendations for pos-
sible changes in time FOR the next session of the
General Assembly.

h15:081 A flashlight or electric lantern also should be
available FOR those periods when a brighter light
is needed.

Other (5): relating an imprecise interval to the tor (to
date, 1; time being, 1), giving a range (to, 1) or giving
emphasis (as a whole, 2):

a28:013 FOR the year to date . . .
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h13:008 . . . total annual rail commutation dropped
124 million FOR 1947 to 1957.

h29:011 FOR the year as a whole, retail sales of

3.1.3. In summary
Most of the post-modifiers can be used with both a Def-

inite and an Indefinite determiner:
- of:

Indefinite: property of the duration,

Definite: possessive, after a temporal part noun, to in-
dicate which larger interval it is a part of;

- in, during: and the demonstratives this, that:
Indefinite: linking the duration to an interval,

Definite: to give the interval over which the count in
the N time is to be taken;

- ending, up to, after, since, following, commencing,
starting: after a Measure noun, indicating that the
duration ends or begins at the interval in the post-
modifier PP (the FOR PP may be either Definite or In-
definite);

- or, and: coordination of either a duration or an inter-
val.

Certain post-modifiers only appear after an Indefinite
determiner:

- at a time, each, every, a(n) indicate that the duration is
generic (and give its frequency);

- now, to come, longer, forward attach a duration to the
tor;

- as long as, more . . . than affect the extent of a duration.

This concludes the description of the various features in
a temporal FOR PP, and its matrix that are likely to indicate
which of the different possible uses of temporal FOR was
intended by a writer. Most attention has been given to the
post-modifying phrase as this is the least well understood
part of the FOR PP. While the post-modifier is important, it
is by no means the only feature of significance. We will see
that the determiner, the qualifier and the verbal aspect also
influence the use.

4. Distinguishing uses
We turn now to the task of distinguishing between the

different uses of temporal FOR phrases, using the features
introduced in the previous section.

There are 9482 instances of FOR in 7710 sentences (out
of a total of 52355 sentences) in the Brown corpus. If the
noun following the FOR was one that is known to indicate
temporal use (Brée & Pratt, 1997), then it was included in
the sample. Correspondingly, if the noun clearly indicated
another use, e.g. purpose, then it was discarded. For all the
remaining instances, the complete sentence was inspected
to determine whether or not there was a temporal use. All
the temporal instances were classified by use. Finally, the
features, as given in Section 3., were coded. The numbers
of instances of each temporal use of FOR in the Brown cor-
pus are shown in Table 4.

We begin with the two most distinctive uses, idiomatic
and special. Then we will see how to distinguish Durations

Use Instances Sub-totals

pure duration 212
tor 168
tor 265
All Durations 677
interval: Count 8
interval: Identify 94
interval: Universal 73
All Intervals 175
Special 97
Idiomatic 57
Total 1006

Table 1: Temporal uses of FOR PPs in the Brown corpus

from Intervals. Finally we will look at the different types
of Duration and Interval use.

4.1. The idiomatic use
The idiomatic use of FOR (57) in which the noun time

indicates a position in a sequence rather than the passage
of time is readily detected. All occurrences of the singu-
lar noun time with a post-determiner were idiomatic use.
The post-determiner was usually an ordinal number (54)
but could also be last (2) or only (1):

j64:033 FOR the only time in the opera, words are not set
according to their natural inflection . . .

4.2. The special use

Detecting the special use of FOR (97) to give the interval
in which a consequence of the matrix will take place, is not
simple. Simple features turn out not to be useful. For exam-
ple, usually (78/97) the determiner is Definite, but Definite
determiners are more frequently used (167) for simple in-
tervals.

It is the matrix verb that indicates the special use of FOR.
These verbs all have some element of purpose, planning
or prediction. Here are examples of such uses grouped by
these features. Note that there is no hard and fast way to
separate these verbs into these three categories.

planning i.e. carrying out an activity at the tor that sets
up a later event or state in the interval given by the
FOR PP (46), e.g. be available, have, issue something,
invite somebody, plan, schedule, set:

a18:081 Their Majesties . . . have jointly issued invita-
tions FOR Shrove Tuesday evening at midnight.

a42:006 . . . Mr. Kennedy invited Stevenson to Cape
Cod FOR the weekend.

a43:051a Higher tolls are planned FOR July 1, 1961,
. . .

l12:101 Andy’s performance was scheduled FOR

eleven o’clock.
a18:048c A preview party for sponsors of the event

and for the artists is set FOR April 8.

predicting from what is known at the tor that some event
or state will occur at a later time given by the FOR PP
(8): auger well/badly, be in (prospect), be out, con-
tinue, leave, realize, suggest something (once each):
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b20:076 He has, moreover, another qualification
which augurs well FOR the future.

b10:048 To me, Brandt looks as though he could be in
FOR a fine year.

h29:008 I believe a further gain is in prospect FOR

1961.
a23:004 . . . Multnomah, as of Aug. 22, had spent $

58,918 out of its budgeted $ 66,000 in the cat-
egory, leaving only $ 7,082 FOR the rest of the
month.

j39:091b . . . and to appraise the forecast that its inter-
pretation suggests FOR the future of farm prices
over the years immediately ahead.

purpose in which some activity is conducted at the tor in
order to achieve some state in a time period given in
the FOR PP (33), e.g. be at, be out, bed down, develop
something, go (back/to), live, prescribe, protect, shut
up, stash (away):

p11:030 I made a lemon sponge, . . . , so there would
be something nice in the icebox FOR the week-
end.

k12:002 Once, they were at Easthampton FOR the
summer.

l02:107 . . . , but when you . . . know that you can’t eat
until he’s bedded down FOR the night, . . .

e28:104b Does your company have a program for se-
lecting and developing sales and marketing man-
agement personnel FOR the longer term?

p20:162 We went to the Louvre FOR a few hours.
l11:082-4 “You live in the present?” “In the present’,

Felix proclaimed. “FOR the future. . . . ”
f34:027 The artist who paints in oil uses drying oils

to carry the pigments and to protect his finished
work FOR the ages.

k26:027 The women . . . sounded like chickens shut up
in a coop FOR the night.

l24:144 I’ve got a little stashed FOR a rainy day, and I
guess this is rainy enough.

Clearly this list of verbs is incomplete. Nor is it obvi-
ous what test should be applied to verbs to decide whether
or not they can indicate a special use of a temporal FOR

phrase. They should admit of prediction, purpose or plan-
ning, but how to develop this insight into a test is not clear.

4.3. Duration versus Interval

Having distinguished idiomatic and special uses of tem-
poral FOR, we turn to Duration and Interval uses (852).
Both uses can be one-off or generic. Since distinguishing
between one-off and generic sentences is a general problem
whose solution does not depend on the FOR PP, we will not
attempt to make the distinction here. Instead we now ex-
amine how to make the main distinction, that between Du-
ration uses on the one hand and Interval uses on the other.
In general this is easy: an Indefinite determiner indicates
a Duration use (8/685), a Definite determiner indicates an
Interval use (4/167). However, there are exceptions.

Very occasionally (8/685) an Indefinite determiner does
not indicate a Duration use. This is when:

There is the universal quantifier all as a pre-determiner
(4):

j19:044 The managers stay the same, so that A[fj] is
the same FOR all weeks.

f30:044 Probably a lawyer once said it best FOR all
time in the Supreme Court of the United States.

These four sentences are the only ones in which all
occurs as a pre-determiner. Hence it is a reliable if
infrequent indicator of an interval use.

A duration is made a particular interval by being di-
rectly attached to the tor, using the post-determiners
last, next (2):

b06:083 South Viet Nam’s rice surplus FOR next year
. . . may have been destroyed.

a27:024 A substantial rise in new orders and sales of
durable goods was reported FOR last month.

This is similar to, but different from, the attachment
of a duration to the tor, indicated by a perfect aspect
or modal (see Sections 4.4. and 4.5.). The difference
arises as the noun phrase itself is sufficient to detect
that there is attachment to the tor. In fact, while there
is no determiner in these examples, a definite deter-
miner is acceptable: FOR the next/last month.

A duration is made a particular interval by being di-
rectly attached to a point of time, using certain post-
modifying expressions, such as commencing, follow-
ing (4):

h07:095 . . . they could levy taxes FOR an interim pe-
riod of nine months, commencing with Septem-
ber 30 and ending with June 30.

a03:054 Full payment of nursing home bills FOR up
to 180 days following discharge from a hospital.

d08:007 . . . which succeeded in reuniting China and
keeping it together FOR a longer period (from 202
B.C. to A.D. 220).

a23:002 FOR a second month in a row, Multnomah
County may be short of general assistance money
. . .

This is somewhat different from the previous two
cases, as here the determiner can’t be definite. More-
over, several other gerundive post-modifiers would
have this same effect, e.g. beginning, starting, ending.

There is no determiner, but a definite determiner could
have been used (2):

a26:086b . . . estimated sales of domestic cars in the
U.S. FOR first three months of 1961 were . . .

j37:022a . . . the rumors of election dates appeared
once again, first FOR spring of 1958 and later for
the summer.

In a26:086b it could be argued that a definite deter-
miner should have been included. But j37:022a is
quite acceptable as it stands. In fact, a definite deter-
miner may be dropped with a season, and the season
then acts as a proper noun.

Only 4 of the FOR PPs with a Definite determiner turned
out to have a Duration rather than an Interval use, all but one
with a superlative in the FOR PP.3 Superlatives can be defi-
nite but still indicate a Duration use, here always tor :

3The one exception was:
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p25:068 Richard’s dark eyes came up and seemed FOR the
tiniest moment to reflect sharp light.

All the superlative qualifiers indicated tor use.
In summary, our simple rule for distinguishing between

Durations and Intervals needs to be elaborated to:
- If the determiner is Indefinite, then there is a Duration

use, unless:
- there is the pre-determiner all;

- last or next are qualifiers, indicating that the du-
ration is attached to the tor;

- there is a post-modifier that attaches the duration
to some other time point, e.g.: beginning, com-
mencing, following, starting, ending;

- there is no determiner and the noun is a season;
when there is an Interval use.

- If the determiner is Definite, then there is an Interval
use, unless there is a superlative qualifier when there
is a Duration use.

We now turn to distinguishing between the different In-
terval and Duration uses.

4.4. Distinguishing tor from other Duration uses

The duration can be attached to the time axis to indi-
cate an interval ending at the tor (tor ) (168). Can this
tor use be distinguished from other Durations? A likely
indicator is the perfect aspect as it is used to place an event
or state before the tor. While perfect aspect was an indi-
cator of tor use with IN PPs other features of the matrix,
sometimes in conjunction with the perfect aspect, were bet-
ter indicators: a negative, superlative or ordinal in the ma-
trix (and sometimes if there was a cardinal number and per-
fect aspect), or if the IN PP was topicalized (Brée, in press).
Turning to the data for FOR PPs we find, by contrast:

The perfect aspect frequently (150/165) did indicate a
tor use:

f31:080 They have not been friendly FOR years”.
n09:100b Tom had been laying for Aaron McBride

FOR a long time . . .

However, 15 FOR PPs occurring in a matrix with a per-
fect aspect weren’t tor use. One reason is that a
perfect aspect with a past tense is used to indicate a
time earlier than the tor rather than the time just prior
to the tor (10/15):4

k28:165 After that they had sat FOR five minutes with-
out saying a word.

If the past perfect aspect is being used consistently,
e.g. as it is in the text preceding k28:165:

k28:161 “I’ll give you . . . ”, Miss Ada had said.

j04:095 The temperature was maintained to within about
A[fj] FOR the period of time required to make the mea-
surement (usually about one hour).

4In all the remaining 5 examples it is a present tense perfect as-
pect that fails to indicate a tor use. It seems unlikely that these
examples could be excluded without resorting to domain knowl-
edge.

When use is: Cumulative:
Rule tor all OK miss

Matrix is an after phrase 9 9 9 0
Perfect aspect in matrix 150 165 159 15
Matrix verb is past participle 5 7 164 17

Out of a maximum of: 168 509

Table 2: Evaluation of the heuristic rules for tor use

then it is likely that the past perfect in the matrix
is also setting the time of the event to before a past
tor, rather than to the time immediately preceding
the tor. The past perfect aspect occurs much more
frequently with the tor use than with the other Du-
ration uses (65/10), so does not in itself provide an
exclusion heuristic.

The FOR PP was embedded in an after phrase (9), gen-
erally with a present participle (7):

a17:001 After being closed FOR seven months, the
Garden of the Gods Club will have its gala sum-
mer opening Saturday, June 3.

f16:118 Once, after the Discovery lay FOR a week in
rough weather . . .

Inserting a perfect aspect in these after phrases is quite
possible, but clearly not necessary. All occurrences of
an Indefinite FOR PP in a after phrase were tor use.

If the verb in the matrix was a past participle then there
was usually (5/7) a tor meaning:

a12:074 Halfback Bud Priddy, slowed FOR almost a
month by a slowly-mending sprained ankle, . . .

It is not possible to have a perfect aspect with a past
participle:

a12:074 Halfback Bud Priddy, had slowed FOR al-
most a month by a slowly-mending sprained an-
kle, . . .

The 2 instances of a past participle in the matrix which
were not tor meaning were both generic durations.
Distinguishing generic from episodic sentences is non
trivial!

These rules explain 164 of the 168 instances of tor
use, but without any means for detecting that the past per-
fect had been established as the tense of story, they would
also include 17 of the other 509 Duration uses (see Ta-
ble 4.4.). So there is no hard and fast rule for distinguish-
ing tor use from other Duration uses, but the following
heuristics would be most useful. The duration of FOR PP is
likely to end at the tor if:

- there is a perfect aspect in the matrix (unless the per-
fect past has been established as the tense of use); or

- the matrix is an after phrase (generally one with a
present participle rather than a full tense); or

- the tense verb in the matrix is a past participle.
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4.5. Distinguishing tor from other Duration uses

Attachment of the duration to after the tor, the
tor use, is also possible and indeed very frequent, oc-
curring in almost half the Duration cases (297). With tem-
poral IN PPs, the rules for distinguishing tor use from
pure durations were heuristic, so the same is to be expected
with FOR PPs. The indicators of the tor use with FOR

PPs that were found are:

Topicalization of the temporal PP, without a perfect as-
pect, always signalled tor use with IN (Hitzeman,
1997; Brée, in press). The tor use of IN is unusual
in that the time of the matrix event is set to be at a
time interval which is at the end of a duration, given
by the IN PP, after the tor, rather than within an in-
terval starting at the tor and lasting this duration, as
one might expect. But even so topicalization without
a perfect aspect also usually indicated tor use with
FOR PPs (62/80):5

l10:172 FOR exactly one week, she was able to con-
tinue in this manner.

but not always (18):

a19:034 FOR a number of years the board used a ma-
chine to keep a permanent record but abandoned
the practice about two years ago.

Then is a marker for the tor. When then is in the
matrix (15) or begins the clause that follows the matrix
(which may be the next sentence) (53) then tor is
almost always (68/73) indicated:

g67:080 Then he kept Blackman awake FOR more
than an hour . . .

f31:098a She worked as a domestic, first in Newport
FOR a year, and then in . . .

The vague noun time, without a qualifier or post-
modifier, was an indicator of tor use with IN, as
in the expression in time. With FOR, several nouns
were found more frequently with a tor use than
with a pure duration (177/203), e.g.: instant (10/11),
moment (56/63), second (14/16), minute (50/63),
(a)while (28/29), and time when there was no quali-
fier (19/21):

n29:174 The kid showed FOR an instant, and his arm
was cocked back.

n07:110 Barton waited FOR a long moment . . .
n12:049 He studied the problem FOR a few seconds

and thought of a means by which it might be
solved.

p20:079 She was silent FOR a while . . .
l14:048 Detective Pearson, Eighteenth Precinct,

thought FOR a time he might be on to something.

Why these nouns? While, like time, refers to only a
vague duration, so is not useful for specifying the du-
ration of an event unless the duration is attached to
the tor. The other nouns (instant, second, moment,

5The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of tor
occurrences out of the total of tor plus pure duration occur-
rences. Occurrences with tor are not included as tor usage
is almost always indicated by a perfect aspect or a matrix which is
an NP.

minute) refer to short or very short durations, almost
too short for any ordinary event to take place within;
so they are not often used for that purpose. When they
are, it is usually in a generic context, where there is no
explicit tor:

k25:040 He looked at her out of himself, she thought,
as he did only FOR an instant at a time . . .

k25:048a Every few minutes she would awaken FOR

a moment to review things . . .

or there is a pre-modifier:

g35:004 Not FOR a moment do we forget that our own
fate is firmly fastened to that of these countries
. . .

The post-determiner another (6) and the qualifier ad-
ditional (1), always indicated tor :

f28:005b . . . it would be best for all if the plantation
were operated FOR another year.

j27:054b . . . the group felt a topic under study should
not be dropped FOR an additional week . . .

Some post-modifiers, such as to come (6), longer (3),
afterward (1), also always indicate tor :

h03:027 May the Divine Speaker in Heaven bless this
country with Sam Rayburn’s continued service
here FOR years to come.

l12:102 He stalled FOR a half-hour longer . . .
k29:016 FOR many nights afterward, the idea of

. . . would return

When use is: Cumulative:
Rule tor all OK miss

another, additional 7 7 7 0
to come, longer, afterward 10 10 17 0
Noun: time (not qualified) 19 21 35 2
Nouns: instant, second 52 56 85 5
then in matrix or following 68 73 135 10
Noun: moment 56 63 176 15
Noun: minute 50 63 210 25
FOR PP topicalized 62 80 219 42

Out of a maximum of: 297 212

Table 3: Evaluation of the heuristic rules for tor use

The affect of applying these rules together, rather than
individually, is shown in Table 4.5.. The rules are ap-
plied in order of most effective first, starting with the post-
determiners, qualifiers and post-modifiers that always indi-
cate a tor use, then adding in those nouns that are most
indicative, then the presence of then, then the remaining
nouns and finally topicalization. The additional effect of
each rule can be seen in the two rightmost columns. Note
in particular that, although topicalization was a good indi-
cator of tor use with IN PPs and that it frequently occurs
with this use of FOR PPs, it detracts from the effectiveness
of the rule set, adding only 9 tor uses but 17 pure dura-
tion uses; so topicalization, while a good heuristic in itself,
is not a good heuristic in conjunction with the other rules in
the set.
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To explain the remaining instances of tor use, fur-
ther heuristics are necessary, for example the nature of the
verb in the matrix. One of the heuristics useful for detect-
ing tor use with IN PPs was the presence of one of the
modals will, shall or may. However, this heuristic is not
specific enough (25/ 51) to be useful with FOR.

We have selected the following heuristics (in addition to
there being no perfect aspect, the matrix not being an after
phrase and the adverbial now not being in the matrix, all of
which indicate tor use) as indicating tor rather than
other Durative uses:

- there is a post-determiner or qualifier in the class of
words such as another, or

- there is a post-modifier in the category of words such
as to come.

- the noun in the FOR phrase is very short (instant, sec-
ond) or vague (while, or

- the noun in the FOR phrase is time, unqualified, or

- then appears in the matrix or begins the following
clause (which may be the next sentence), or

- the noun in the FOR phrase is shortish: moment,
minute.

This concludes the rules for distinguishing between differ-
ent Duration uses. The curious reader can check them for
himself by taking any simple sentence in which there is a
temporal FOR PP with a pure duration use and altering it in
each of the above ways. They will find that the pure dura-
tion use switches to a tor use. The skeptical might like
to put this hypothesis to a psychological test.

4.6. Distinguishing between different interval uses

We now turn to the distinguishing between the three dif-
ferent Interval uses. The main distinction to be made is
whether the FOR PP is attached to a VP (73) or an NP (94).
There are only a few (8) count uses.

Detecting NP attachment is a classic problem. In this
context the noun to which a FOR PP is attached is usually a
regularly recurring event or object, such as financial figures
(see Section 2.2.2.). However, there are many such types
of noun and it is not clear how to use this information to
detect that a FOR PP is attached to an NP. It can sometimes
(63/94) be detected by the following syntactic heuristics:

- Always whenever the FOR PP occurs after a noun but
before the verb (41):

h24:024 His return FOR the period January 1 to June
20, 1961, is due April 16, 1962.

- The FOR PP occurs not only after the verb but also
after another PP (18):6

b27:081 Sir Robert Watson-Watt wrote, on page 50 of
SR Research FOR 4 March 1961: . . .

6There are 2 exceptions which are VP attachment:

n26:046 Blue Throat, who had ruled the town with his six-
shooter FOR the last six months . . .

a43:036 Operating revenues were off in the first three
months of 1961, but up FOR the 12 months ending in
March.

- Whenever the FOR PP follows one of a sequence of
nouns after the verb (4):

h30:035 An alert dean will confer all through the year
on personnel needs, plans FOR the future, quali-
fications of those on the job , and . . .

There are various other clues, but there will remain about
a third of the sentences, in which the FOR PP follows a
single NP after the verb but which should be classified as
NP attachment:

e28:098 Have you estimated your sales manpower needs
FOR the future . . .

Of course, if the verb in the matrix is an event, as in
e28:098, then the FOR PP can’t be given VP attachment.
This would require classifying the verbs by Vendler’s types
(Vendler, 1957), a difficult but not impossible task. How-
ever, recall that attachment to the VP can only occur under
rather restricted circumstances (Section 2.2.1.):

The specification of the interval, signalled by a Def-
inite determiner, includes its duration, attaching the
duration to the tor using the post-determiners past,
last, next (25/35):

b16:038 My husband’s hours away from home FOR

the past years have been . . .

The FOR NP picks out a particular duration from part
of a longer interval (24/31),7 using:

- the interval of that duration, usually the first
(11/16);

- the end, using rest of, remainder of (6/ 7);

- (almost) all, using all, most, much, whole of (8/
9)

The temporal noun is one that specifically includes the
tor ( 13/13): moment, present, now:

b02:067 . . . this approach might be expected to head
off Mr. Khrushchev FOR the moment.

These three heuristics pick out 70 of the 81 VP attach-
ments, but also include 16 cases of NP attachment. This
is more restrictive than the conditions for attachment to an
NP, so it would be simpler to look for VP attachment rather
than NP attachment. Fortunately, the heuristics for detect-
ing NP attachment detect all but 6 of these 16 cases. So
once it has been signalled that VP attachment is likely, a
check should be made that after all it isn’t NP attachment.

Finally, the occasional use (8) to indicate an interval
over which a count is taken is easily spotted by there be-
ing a cardinal in the matrix giving the count. Clearly there
can also be a cardinal in the matrix with VP attachment, but
this happened not to be present in this FOR extract from the
brown corpus.

An overview of the effect of each rule, starting with the
rule for the count use, is shown in Table 4.6.. Note how
adding the simple rule that a FOR PP before the verb must
be NP attachment reduces considerably the misclassifica-
tion as VP attachment. Adding the two additional rules
for identifying miss classifications of NP attachment as VP

7The number after the forward slash gives the number of oc-
currences in all the interval readings taken together, here 31.
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When use is: Cumulative:
Use Rule this use all OK miss

Count Cardinal in matrix 8 8 8 0
VP attachment Noun: moment, present, now 13 13 21 0

Qualifier: rest/remainder of 6 7 27 0
Pre-determiner: all, much/most/whole of 8 9 35 1
Post-determiner: Nth 11 16 45 6
Post-determiner: past, last, next: 25 35 70 16

Count and VP attachment In total: 81 94
NP attachment FOR PP before verb 41 41 111 9

Sequence of nouns 4 4 115 8
FOR PP after another PP 18 20 133 6
NP attachment as default 164 6

All Interval uses In total: 175 175

Table 4: Evaluation of the heuristic rules for Interval Uses

attachment helps only marginally. So the only rule that I
propose for identifying NP attachment is the obvious one
that the FOR PP is before the matrix verb. Then anything
already identified as some Interval use but that isn’t count
use or VP attachment is, by default, NP attachment.

4.7. Summary

Bringing this all together we see that some uses of tem-
poral FOR phrase can be readily distinguished:

The expression for the Nth time indicates the idiomatic
use;

The special use is identified by the presence of predic-
tive, planning or purposeful verbs in the matrix.

*A Definite determiner indicates an Interval use:

- provided that the adverbial ‘nouns’, such as long,
ever are not classified as proper nouns, even
though they can never take a determiner;

- *unless there is a superlative qualifier.

*An Indefinite determiner indicates one of the Dura-
tion uses, unless:

- there is the pre-determiner all; or

- *there is a qualifier that attaches the duration to
the tor, e.g.: last, next; or

- *there is a gerundive post-modifier that attaches
the duration to some time point other than the
tor, e.g.: beginning, commencing, following,
starting, ending; or

- there is no determiner and the noun is a season;

in which cases there is an Interval use.

Other uses are difficult to distinguish, but the following
heuristics would be of help. For distinguishing between the
different Duration uses:

Attachment of a duration to before the tor rather than
pure duration is indicated by:

- *a perfect aspect in the matrix, *unless the per-
fect aspect has been established as the tense of
use; or

- the matrix is an after phrase (generally with its
verb in present participle form); or

- the verb tense in the matrix is a past participle.

Attachment of a duration to after the tor rather than
pure duration is indicated by the following heuristics:

- there is a post-determiner or qualifier in the class
of words such as another; or

- there is a post-modifier in the category of words
such as to come; or

- the noun in the FOR phrase is very short (instant,
second) or vague (while); or

- the noun in the FOR phrase is time, unqualified,
or

- then appears in the matrix or begins the following
clause (which may be the next sentence); or

- the noun in the FOR phrase is shortish: moment,
minute.

To distinguish between the different Interval uses:

Use of the FOR PP to specify an interval over which
a count is to be made is indicated by there being a
cardinal in the matrix.

Attachment of an interval to the VP rather than an NP
is indicated by:

- the specification of the interval includes its dura-
tion which is attached to the tor using the post-
determiners past, last, next; or

- the FOR NP picks out a particular duration from
part of a longer interval; or

- the temporal noun is one that specifically in-
cludes the tor: moment, present, now;

*unless the FOR PP occurs after a noun but before the
verb, when NP attachment is signalled.

*Otherwise there is attachment of the interval to an
NP.

Those rules above that are marked with an asterisk (*)
are also those used for distinguishing between the different
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uses of IN in (Brée, in press). The rules for detecting the id-
iomatic and special uses are obviously going to be different
between these two prepositions. The rules for discriminat-
ing Duration from Interval uses show a large overlap. There
are some minor differences, most probably due to the size
of the samples, that I believe could be avoided by the inclu-
sion of exceptions under both prepositions. Discriminating
the tor use from other Duration uses is again largely the
same. However, the heuristics for detecting the tor use
are very different. (With IN topicalization and modals were
the main clues.) The tor use with IN indicates that the
matrix holds at a time after the tor by the duration indi-
cated by the NP, rather than between the tor and this time,
as is the case with FOR, so it is unlikely that a common set
of heuristic rules will serve to detect the tor use for both
prepositions. For the Interval uses, the heuristics for detect-
ing NP attachment and count use are very similar and could
be generalised. (No heuristics were provided for detecting
VP attachment for IN PPs.)

Clearly providing a common set of (heuristic) rules
for discriminating between the different uses (except for
tor ) for both FOR and IN is the next order of the day.
There are also two further prepositions, both infrequent,
that have both Duration and Interval uses and so should
be examined with the same heuristics in mind: WITHIN,
OVER.

5. Conclusions
For such a fine grained analysis as we have made here, a

million word corpus is about the maximum size that can be
managed by hand; but it is clearly not large enough to give
testable results. A corpus of the order of 10 million words,
such as the British National Corpus, is needed. To perform
this type of analysis such a corpus would have first to be
suitably coded. What features would be need to be coded
to make the distinctions by the method we have developed?

Some features are easily coded:
- First and foremost the temporal use of FOR, and other

prepositions, can be readily detected from the noun
in their PP. A list of about 100 such nouns is al-
ready available (Brée & Pratt, 1997). Some nouns are
marginally temporal, e.g. in history, but these are mer-
cifully few. This should overcome the problem, in the
latest Penn Tree version of the Brown corpus, of tag-
ging as temporal many non-temporal uses of preposi-
tions .

- The distinction between different types of temporal
noun, as given in Section 3., would be useful, in par-
ticular, recognising seasons, short time periods, such
as now, present, instant, second, moment, minute and
that some nouns, such as a while, give vague times,
would be useful.

- The idiomatic use of temporal prepositions needs to be
recognised, here simply for the time.

- The contrast between Definite and Indefinite deter-
miners needs to be recognised. Mostly this is easy,
but the distinction between a ‘Zero’ and a ‘None’ entry
needs to be made on the basis of the nature of the noun.
Perhaps this is best left to the user, but then a provision

has to be made for recognising proper nouns.

- The presence of a superlative in the PP as, while this
is Definite, it is not a signal for an Interval use, but for
a Duration use.

- The aspect of the verb in the matrix.

- The distinction between pre-determiners, determiners
and post-determiners needs to be made along the lines
in (Quirk et al., 1985).

- The position of the FOR PP relative to other compo-
nents in its matrix, in particular the verb.

Other features are more difficult to code:
- To recognise the special use of FOR, the verb in the

matrix must be coded as one of prediction, planning
or purpose.

- Recognising those qualifiers, such as past, last, next,
which attach a duration to the tor.

- Recognising those post-modifiers, such as beginning,
commencing, following, which attach a duration to the
tor.

- Distinguishing the temporal use of then to signal the
tor from other uses, such as inferential.

- It would also assist the analysis if the entire matrix
could be categorised as a state, process or event, or
something similar to Vendler’s types, although this
feature has not been explicitly used here.

This is some wish list. But most features would be useful
not only for distinguishing between the different temporal
uses of FOR but for all the other temporal prepositions.
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Abstract 
We propose a framework for representing semantic tense that is language-neutral, in the sense that it represents what is expressed by 
different tenses in different languages in a shared formal vocabulary.   The proposed framework allows the representation to retain 
surface distinctions for particular languages, while allowing fully semantic representations, such as a representation of event sequence, 
to be derived from it.  The proposed framework also supports the incorporation of semantic tense information that does not derive 
from grammatical tense, but derives instead from other expressions such as time adverbials.  The framework is currently implemented 
in NLPWin, a multi-lingual, multi-application natural language understanding system currently under development at Microsoft 
Research, but the representational framework is in principle independent of any particular system. 
 

1. Introduction1 
Multilingual applications face (at least) two problems 

in the domain of semantic tense:  First, there is the 
problem that grammatical, or morphological, tenses in 
different languages do not mean the same thing.  In 
English, for example, grammatical past tense situates an 
event prior to the utterance (“speech time” in 
Reichenbach’s (1947) terminology), and grammatical 
present tense situates an event simultaneous with the 
utterance.  In contrast Japanese past tense situates an event 
prior to some reference time, and present tense situates an 
event simultaneous with some reference time, where the 
reference time may or may not be the utterance time.  
Neither language has a tense that expresses exactly what is 
expressed by past or present in the other.  This poses a 
problem for applications such as machine translation 
(MT), since a given grammatical tense in one language 
does not automatically translate into the same surface 
tense in another language: 

 
(1) ��������	
� 
 kanozyo-wa [byooki da      ]    to    itta 
 she      -Top   sick      be-Pres that say-Past 
 ‘she said [she was sick]’ 
 
In (1), for example, the grammatical present tense in 

the embedded clause (indicated by brackets) translates 
into English as grammatical past tense, both of which 
allow the interpretation that the event described in the 
embedded clause is simultaneous with that described in 
the main clause.  

Another problem is that what is expressed as 
grammatical tense in one language is sometimes only 
expressible as an adverbial construction in another 
language.  For example, Chinese has no grammatical tense 
per se (see Section 3.3 for more details); consequently a 

                                                      
1 We would like to thank three anonymous reviewers and 
our colleagues in the Natural Language Processing group 
at MSR for their helpful comments and discussion, 
especially Michael Gamon, Marisa Jimenez, Jessie 
Pinkham and Hisami Suzuki. 

single form can in principle express past, present or 
future; this is illustrated in the following examples: 

 
(2) ������ 
 zuotian      ta  lai     kan  wo 
 yesterday he come see me 
 ‘Yesterday he came to see me.’ 
 
(3) ������ 
 mingtian   ta  lai     kan  wo 
 tomorrow he come see me 
 ‘Tomorrow he will come to see me.’ 
 
In (2) and (3), the adverbials zuotian ‘yesterday’ and 

mingtian ‘tomorrow’ are all that indicate that these 
sentences are set in the past and future, respectively. 

In this paper, we propose a framework for representing 
semantic tense, by which we mean information about the 
sequence of events.  Our framework is language-neutral, 
in the sense that it represents surface tense marking of 
various languages using a shared formal vocabulary.  Our 
framework also allows the incorporation of semantic tense 
information that is not expressed as grammatical tense, for 
example, that (2) is about a past time.  Also, since a large 
part of what is expressed by tenses concerns the sequence 
of events and states, one aspect of our framework is 
enabling an explicit representation of temporal sequence.  
The analyses reported here are currently implemented in 
the NLPWin system under development at Microsoft 
Research (Heidorn, 2000). 

Most (if not all) other proposals for a language-neutral 
representation of tense, such as Van Eynde (1997), are 
explicit attempts to represent the semantics of tense 
directly.  However, the kind of semantic representation of 
tense may vary considerably depending on application.  
For example, some applications may require tense to be 
represented in first-order predicate calculus, perhaps 
incorporating Davisonian event arguments (Davidson, 
1980), while others might require only an explicit 
sequence of events, as in Filatova and Hovy (2001). 

The novelty of our approach lies in the fact that it does 
not attempt to be a particular semantic representation.  
Our goal is to preserve syntactic information about 
semantic tense so that various semantic representations of 
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tense can be constructed if necessary for a particular 
application.  For example, our representation is 
compatible with both the referential theory of tense (e.g. 
Enç, 1987) and the quantificational theory of tense (e.g. 
Ogihara, 1995).  Also, although it does not express 
sequence of events directly, a representation of such a 
sequence can be derived from our representation. 

Our framework owes much to Reichenbach (1947); 
but while a strictly Reichenbachian approach to tense may 
work well for European languages, such an approach 
becomes unwieldy when faced with a set of languages 
with more typologically diverse tense systems, including 
Japanese and Chinese, aspects of which are discussed 
below.  We therefore do not rely on the Reichenbachian 
notions of reference and event times, as does e.g. Van 
Eynde (1997), but adapt what we take to be 
Reichenbach’s essential insights to a wider range of tense 
systems.2 

Before proceeding, it is necessary to say something 
about the terms tense and aspect, and to lay out what the 
scope of the paper is.  By semantic tense, we mean 
information about how events or situations are sequenced; 
this includes some of what in some traditions is called 
aspect, such as the interpretation of the English perfect, 
etc.  It also includes information that may not be recorded 
by grammatical tense, as shown in (2) and (3).  By aspect, 
we mean temporal information that goes beyond temporal 
sequence, such as (im)perfectivity, progressive, stative, 
habitual, and the like.  In this paper, we are concerned 
with semantic tense, not primarily with aspect, though 
some aspectual features are considered in Section 3.3.2, 
below. 

The paper is organized as follows:  In Section 2 we 
outline the general framework of Language-Neutral 
Syntax (LNS) (Campbell, 2002; Campbell & Suzuki, 
2002), within which we situate the current proposal; in 
Section 3, we lay out our proposal for the representation 
of semantic tense; in Section 4, we compare our system to 
other proposals for representing semantic tense; Section 5 
offers a conclusion. 

2. Language-neutral syntax 
In this section we describe the basic properties and 

motivation for LNS.  For more detailed descriptions, the 
reader is referred to Campbell (2002) and Campbell & 
Suzuki (2002). 

LNS is a level of representation that is more abstract 
than a surface-syntactic analysis, yet not as abstract as a 
fully-articulated semantic analysis; rather, it is 
intermediate between the two.  The basic design principle 
of LNS is that it be close enough to the surface syntax of 
individual languages to allow reconstruction of the surface 
structure of a given sentence (i.e., LNS can serve as the 
input to a language-particular generation function), yet 
abstract and language-independent enough to allow 
derivation of deeper semantic representations, where 
necessary, by a language-independent function.  The role 
of LNS is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. 

                                                      
2 However, we do use the terms “reference time” and 
“event time” informally below. 

 
Figure 1:  Language-Neutral Syntax 

The primary motivation for such an intermediate 
representation is to mediate between languages in multi-
lingual applications, given that fully articulated semantic 
representations are typically not needed in most such 
applications.  For example, the Adjective + Noun 
combinations black cat and legal problem have identical 
surface structures, but very different semantics:  the first is 
interpreted as λx[black(x) & cat(x)], i.e., as describing 
anything that is both a cat and black; the second, however, 
does not have the parallel interpretation as a description of 
something which is both a problem and legal:  rather, it 
typically describes a problem having to do with the law.  
To accurately analyze this distinction would require 
extensive and detailed lexical annotation for adjective 
senses and, most likely, for lexicalized meanings of 
particular Adj + Noun combinations; such extensive 
annotation, if it is even possible, would make a system 
that depends on it very brittle.  For most applications, 
however, this semantic difference is immaterial, and the 
extensive and brittle annotation unnecessary:  for 
example, all that we need to know to translate these 
phrases into French chat noir lit. ‘cat black’ and probléme 
legal lit. ‘problem legal’ is that the adjective modifies the 
noun in some way.  LNS is a representation in which 
black cat and legal problem have the same structure, 
despite their deep semantic difference, and in which black 
cat and chat noir have the same structure, despite their 
superficial syntactic difference. 

An LNS representation is an annotated tree, in which 
constituents are unordered, and linked to their parent by 
labeled arcs, the labels corresponding to semantically 
motivated grammatical functions such as semantic head, 
logical subject, time, etc.  The LNS tree is annotated with 
semantically motivated features and relations expressing 
long-distance dependencies (such as binding and control) 
and discourse-oriented functions (such as topic and focus).  
An example (somewhat simplified, and with tense not 
represented for the time being) is given below; this figure 
represents the LNS for this noun phrase before the 
implementation of the framework for tense representation 
presented below. 
 

(4) the cat that was seen yesterday 
NOMINAL1 (+Def +Sing)  
|_SemHeads--cat1  
|_L_Attrib--FORMULA1 (+Pass +Proposition)  
              |_SemHeads--see1  
              |_L_Sub---_X1  
              |_L_Obj---NOMINAL2   
                        |_SemHeads--that1  
   |_Cntrlr:  cat1 
              |_L_Time-- yesterday1 
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The root node (NOMINAL1) is in the upper left; the 
daughters of a given node are indicated by labeled arcs 
such as SemHeads (semantic head), L_Attrib (logical 
attributive modifier), L_Obj (logical object), and the like.  
In addition to these attributes indicating deep grammatical 
relatons, there are other attributes which express 
additional relations among nodes in the tree.  For example, 
the relative pronoun NOMINAL2 has a Cntrlr attribute, 
whose value is cat1, and indicates that cat1 is the 
antecedent of the relative pronoun.  The Cntrlr attribute is 
not part of the LNS tree per se; that is, the value of Cntrlr 
must be part of the LNS tree independently of the Cntrlr 
relation (in this case, as the semantic head of 
NOMINAL1).  We refer to attributes such as Cntrlr as 
non-tree attributes.  For display purposes only in this 
paper, we display non-tree attributes as labeled arcs, even 
though they are not part of the LNS tree per se; they will 
be displayed slightly differently, however, in that the 
value of the attribute is introduced by a colon, instead of 
by a dashed line. 

In this example we see also that passives are 
normalized in terms of their argument structure, but the 
fact that the relative clause is passive is recorded in the 
feature +Pass on FORMULA1.  This reflects a basic 
design principle of LNS:  The basic structure is 
normalized for variation both within and among 
languages, but surface distinctions (such as the 
active/passive distinction) are retained as much as 
possible. 

Thus an LNS representation needs to be close enough 
to the surface syntax to indicate meaningful distinctions, 
yet abstract enough to normalize meaningless cross-
linguistic variation.  

3. Framework for semantic tense 
The LNS representation of semantic tense must 

therefore satisfy the following design criteria:   
 
(5) Design criteria for LNS representation of tense: 
a. Each individual grammatical tense in each 

language is recoverable from LNS. 
b. The explicit sequence of events entailed by a 

sentence is recoverable from LNS by a language-
independent function. 

 
Criterion (5)(a) says that we must be able to 

reconstruct, by a distinct generation function for each 
language, how the semantic tense was expressed in the 
surface form of that language; this criterion will be 
satisfied if the LNS representation is different for each 
tense in a particular language.  Criterion (5)(b) says that 
we must be able to derive an explicit representation of the 
sequence of events from an LNS representation by means 
of a language-independent function.  This criterion will be 
satisfied if the representation of each tense in each 
language is truly language-neutral.  In this section we 
detail a framework for semantic tense that meets the 
design criteria in (5).  We begin by giving the details of 
the basic formalism (which we will add to in subsequent 
subsections), followed by a discussion of the motivation 
and function of its various aspects. 

3.1. Basic framework:  simple tenses 

3.1.1. Tense features and relations 
In our proposal each tensed clause contains a distinct 

Tense node, which is in the L_Tense (“logical tense”) 
relation with the clause, and which is specified with 
semantic tense features, representing the meaning of each 
particular tense, and attributes indicating its relation to 
other nodes (including other Tense nodes) in the LNS tree.  
Semantic tense features can be either global or 
anchorable.3 

The basic tense features, along with their 
interpretations, are given in the following tables; Table I 
shows the global features, and Table II the anchorable 
ones (‘U’ stands for the utterance time:  ‘speech time’ in 
Reichenbachian terms):4 

 
Feature Meaning 
G_Past before U5 
G_NonPast not before U 
G_Future after U 

Table I:  Global tense features 

Feature Meaning 
Befor before Anchr if there is 

one; otherwise before U 
NonBefor not before Anchr if there is 

one; otherwise not before U 
Aftr after Anchr if there is one; 

otherwise after U 
NonAftr not after Anchr if there is 

one; otherwise not after U 

Table II:  Anchorable tense features 

The tense features of a given Tense node are 
determined on a language-particular basis according to the 
interpretation of individual grammatical tenses.  For 
example, the simple past tense in English is [+G_Past], 
the simple present is [+G_NonPast +NonBefor], etc. 

Additional features may turn out, on further analysis, 
to be necessary; for example, many languages make a 
grammatical distinction between immediate future and 
general future, or between recent past and remote or 
                                                      
3 The distinction between global and anchorable tense 
features is very similar to Comrie’s (1985) distinction 
between ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ tenses.  We have 
adopted the different terminology to emphasize that the 
global/anchorable distinction is for features, not for tenses 
per se, as in Comrie’s taxonomy. 
4 Note that, given their meanings, some pairs of Tense 
features are semantically incompatible with each other, 
and cannot occur on the same node.  For example, a given 
Tense cannot be [+G_Past +G_NonPast]. 
5 Strictly speaking the meaning of the global tense features 
is to express a relation between a given time t and a 
globally specified reference time, G.  Conceivably, the 
value of G could vary, depending on various factors 
including genre, discourse context, etc.  However, we 
currently have no theory as to how G might be set to any 
value other than U, so we will assume throughout that the 
global referene time is always the same as the utterance 
time. 
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general past.  We have nothing  to say about these specific 
contrasts, however, other than to note that the framework 
we propose is flexible enough to accommodate new tense 
features, if necessary. 

A Tense node T will also under certain conditions 
have a non-tree attribute called Anchr, which indicates a 
relation that T bears to some other Tense node (the value 
of the Anchr attribute must be another Tense node).  Like 
other non-tree attributes such as Cntrlr, Anchr should be 
thought of as an annotation on the basic tree, not as part of 
the tree itself; that is, the value of the Anchr attribute must 
fit into the LNS tree in some independent way.  A Tense 
node has an Anchr attribute if (a) it has anchorable tense 
features; and (b) meets certain structural conditions.  For 
simple tenses, the structural condition that it must meet to 
have an Anchr is that the clause containing it is an 
argument (i.e., logical subject or object) of another clause; 
in this case the value of Anchr is the Tense node in the 
governing clause.  In the discussion of compound tenses 
below we will augment the set of sufficient structural 
conditions for having an Anchr.6 

3.1.2. Past tense in English and Japanese 
As indicated in Table II, if a Tense node with 

anchorable features has no Anchr, then it is interpreted as 
if anchored to the utterance time U.  This means that, for 
example, a [+G_Past] Tense and an unanchored [+Befor] 
Tense have the same interpretation, all else being equal.  
Consider the following English and Japanese sentences, 
with the relevant parts of their LNS structure shown:7 

 
(6) She was sick. 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads----sick1 
|_L_Tense----_Tense1 (+G_Past) 
 
(7) ������	
� 
 kanozyo-wa byooki datta 
 she      -Top sick       be-Past 
 ‘She was sick.’ 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads----��1 (sick) 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+Befor) 
 
The English and Japanese past tenses are represented 

differently because they are semantically different, though 
in these simple examples that difference is neutralized.   
The English simple past tense is [+G_Past], indicating that 
it denotes a time that is before U.  The Japanese simple 
past tense on the other hand is [+Befor], indicating that it 
denotes a time that is before its Anchr.  However, in this 
simple root sentence, there is no Anchr, so it is interpreted 
as if anchored to U; hence the interpretation is before U.  
Thus the design criterion (5)(b) is met, at least for these 
simple cases:  a simple language-independent function 

                                                      
6 We have not ruled out the possibility of language-
particular anchoring conditions, but so far have not 
encountered any need for them. 
7 In this paper we show only the parts of the LNS 
necessary to illustrate the treatment of tense; for example, 
we leave out logical subject, etc., unless otherwise 
necessary.  Note also that the copula is regularly omitted 
from the LNS (see Campbell, 2002). 

would yield the correct sequence be_sick < U for both 
these examples. 

The semantic difference between the English and 
Japanese past tenses comes into play when the Anchr 
attribute is present, which for simple tenses is in clauses 
that are arguments of a higher clause.  Consider the 
following English and Japanese examples, in which the 
tense in question (in boldface) is in an embedded sentence 
(indirect speech), represented in LNS as the logical object 
(L_Obj) of the matrix clause: 

 
(8) She said she was sick.  
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads--say1 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+G_Past) 
|_L_Obj--FORMULA2 
  |_SemHeads--sick1 
  |_L_Tense--_Tense2 (+G_Past) 
 
(9) ������	
��	
� 
 kanozyo-wa byooki datta     to    itta 
 she     -Top  sick      be-Past that say-Past 
 ‘she said she was sick’ 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads--��1 (say) 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+Befor) 
|_L_Obj--FORMULA2 
  |_SemHeads--��1 (sick) 
  |_L_Tense--_Tense2 (+Befor) 
   |_Anchr: _Tense1 
 
Since the embedded tense in (8) is +G_Past, its 

interpretation is before U; left unspecified is whether the 
situation described by the embedded clause 
(FORMULA2) is reported to have occurred before, or 
simultaneous with, the situation described by the matrix 
clause.  In fact, both interpretations are possible in this 
case:  her reported sickness may be simultaneous with her 
saying that she was sick (i.e., she said “I am sick”), or it 
may have preceded it (i.e., she said “I was sick”).8  The 
structure we assign to it captures that underspecification 
succinctly. 

In (9), on the other hand, the embedded tense, 
_Tense2, is +Befor; since it has an anchorable feature, and 
its clause is the logical object of another clause, it must be 
anchored to the tense of that matrix clause, i.e., to 
_Tense1.  Consequently, it denotes a time that is before 
the time denoted by _Tense1 (which, like _Tense1 in (7), 
denotes a time before U).  So the only interpretation (9) 
has is that her reported sickness is prior to her saying that 
she was sick; i.e., it can only mean ‘she said “I was sick”’; 
it cannot mean ‘she said “I am sick”’.  This construction 
illustrates the essential difference between the English and 
Japanese past tense forms:  the former directly expresses a 

                                                      
8 A third logical possibility, consistent with the 
interpretation of G_Past, is that her sickness was in the 
past (i.e., before U), but after her saying that she was sick; 
i.e., she said “I will be sick”.  But this kind of 
interpretation seems to be universally disallowed without 
some kind of irrealis marking on the clause (such as a 
modal), and therefore does not need to be separately 
indicated. 
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relation to U, while the latter directly expresses a relation 
to some “reference” time, which may or may not be U. 

Examples such as (8) and (9) illustrate precisely why 
the English and Japanese grammatical past tenses have 
different representations in the current framework.  
Suppose for example that the Japanese past tense were 
[+G_Past] (like the English past), instead of [+Befor]; 
then Japanese (9) should have the same range of 
interpretations as English (8), in particular it should be 
able to serve as a description of an event in which she said 
“I am sick”—i.e., where the time of her being sick 
coincides with the time that she said she was sick.  As 
noted, however, this interpretation is not available for (9), 
as it is for (8). 

Our analysis of the English and Japanese past tenses 
differs from the approach taken by e.g. Ogihara (1995), 
who claims that English and Japanese past tenses mean 
the same thing, and that differences such as that between 
(8) and (9) below are due to the optional application in 
English of a rule that deletes the embedded past tense 
from the logical form component.  Our analysis gives a 
uniform description to both the English and Japanese 
grammatical past tenses. 

It is important to note that there is only one sense of 
the feature Befor (the same holds true for all the 
anchorable features in Table II), and hence only one 
meaning for Japanese past tense, in our system.  This is a 
crucial point which is easily overlooked:  phrased in 
strictly Reichenbachian terms, we may appear to be saying 
that the Japanese past tense means either E<R (if it is 
anchored) or E<S (if not anchored).  But this appearance 
of bi-vocalism is due, we believe, to an overly rigid 
adherence to Reichenbach’s notation; our own notation is 
more flexible, allowing us to characterize the Japanese 
past tense as univocal, while still retaining what we regard 
as Reichenbach’s essential insights, namely that some 
tenses relate to U and others to a structurally determined 
“reference” time.  

3.1.3. Present tense in English and Japanese 
Another good illustration of the differences between 

global and anchorable tense features is provided by the 
English and Japanese present tenses.  As in the case of 
past tense, the two tenses receive the same interpretation 
in simple sentences: 

 
(10) She is sick. 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads—sick1 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+G_NonPast +NonBefor) 
 
(11) �	
��� 
 kanozyo-wa byooki da 
 she-Top sick be-Pres 
 ‘She is sick’ 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads—��1 (sick) 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+NonBefor) 
 
Since the English present tense in (10) is 

[+G_NonPast] (as well as [+NonBefor]; see below), it 
must denote a time that is not before U.  The Japanese 
present tense is just [+NonBefor], so it denotes a time that 
is not before its Anchr; since it lacks an Anchr, in this 
case, it must denote a time that is not before U.  

Consequently (10) and (11) receive the same 
interpretation.   

Note that nothing in these representations directly 
expresses anything about the “present”:  G_NonPast is 
interpreted as “not before” U, but does not have to be 
simultaneous with U.  This is by design:  the English 
grammatical present tense allows a future interpretation as 
well as a “present” one, as in We speak tomorrow (see 
Section 4, below).  Our assumption is that present-time 
reference is the default denotation for any Tense whose 
features and relations to other time expressions are 
consistent with that interpretation.  Similar comments hold 
for the Japanese present tense, which is [+NonBefor] in 
our analysis.  As in English, the Japanese present tense 
also allows a future-time construal (see Section 3.3.3, 
below). 

As in the case of the past tenses, the difference 
between the English and Japanese present tenses shows up 
when there is an Anchr: 

 
(12) She said she is sick. 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads--say1 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+G_Past) 
|_L_Obj--FORMULA2 
  |_SemHeads--sick1 
  |_L_Tense--_Tense2 (+G_NonPast +NonBefor ) 
    |_ Anchr:  _Tense1 
 
(13) ��������	
� 
 kanozyo-wa byooki da      to    itta 
 she       -Top sick      be-Pres that say-Past 
 ‘she said she was sick’ 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads--��1 (say) 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+Befor) 
|_L_Obj--FORMULA2 
  |_SemHeads--��1 (sick) 
  |_L_Tense--_Tense2 (+NonBefor) 
        |_ Anchr:  _Tense1 
 
In this case, both embedded tenses are anchored, since 

both have the anchorable feature [+NonBefor].  The 
English present tense is [+G_NonPast], however, so 
_Tense2 denotes a time that is not before U; it is also 
[+NonBefor], so it also denotes a time that is not before 
the (past) time denoted by _Tense1.  Consequently, the 
period of her sickness must overlap both the time of her 
saying that she was sick and the utterance time U (see also 
Note 8); in fact, as Enç (1987) notes, this construction has 
exactly that meaning.  This example also illustrates the 
fact that a given tense may have any collection of 
mutually-compatible tense features, including both global 
and anchorable ones. 

In contrast, the Japanese example (13) (the same as 
(1)) does not imply that the period of her sickness includes 
the utterance time; instead, the possibility that she is still 
sick at the present moment is left open, unlike (12).  In our 
framework, this is because the Japanese present lacks a 
global tense feature.  _Tense2 is [+NonBefor] and not 
[+G_NonPast] like (12), so its only requirement is that it 
denote a time that is not before the time denoted by its 
Anchr, _Tense1.  As indicated in the gloss, the best 
English translation of (13) is with the past tense.  
Examples like (12) and (13) illustrate precisely why the 
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English and Japanese present tenses are to be represented 
differently. 

3.2. Compound tenses 
One of the great insights of Reichenbach’s (1947) 

analysis of tense is his treatment of compound tenses, 
such as the English present- and past-perfect.  In this 
subsection, we outline our representation of compound 
tenses, which, despite notational differences, is essentially 
Reichenbachian. 

We begin by making a formal distinction between 
primary and secondary tenses, the latter being tenses, such 
as English have + past participle, which require an Anchr 
within the same clause, the former being all others.  Thus 
each language-particular tense must be specified as to its 
features, and whether it is primary or secondary.  Consider 
the following example of the past perfect in English: 

 
(14) He had arrived. 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads—arrive1 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+G_Past) 
        --_Tense2 (+Befor) 
   |_ Anchr:  _Tense1 
 
We treat English perfect constructions as consisting of 

two tenses:  a secondary tense that is [+Befor], anchored 
to a primary tense, in this case simple past (hence 
[+G_Past]).  There is no principled upper limit to the 
number of Tense nodes in a given clause (though 
particular grammars presumably impose de facto limits), 
though the following conditions must be met for well-
formedness:  (1) each clause has one and only one Tense 
that is not anchored within the clause (though it may be 
anchored outside the clause); this is the Tense that 
designates the “reference” time; and (2) each clause has 
one and only one Tense which is not the Anchr of another 
Tense in the same clause (though it may be the Anchr of 
another Tense in another clause); this is the Tense that 
designates the “event” time.  In (14), the first condition is 
satisfied by _Tense1, and the second condition is satisfied 
by _Tense2.  In the simple tense examples discussed in 
Section 3.1, both conditions are satisfied by the same 
Tense node. 

The advantages of treating the perfect construction as a 
compound tense, instead of as a simple tense, are two-
fold:  (1) it allows us to distinguish English present perfect 
and simple past without additional features (thus helping 
to satisfy the design criterion (5)(a)); and (2) it captures 
the fact that the perfect construction co-occurs with every 
simple tense in English, with the same interpretation. 

3.3. Survey of tenses across languages 
The framework described above is not a theory of 

tense, in that it does not uniquely determine a 
representation for each grammatical tense in each 
language, but provides a language-neutral vocabulary for 
expressing differences among grammatical tenses across 
typologically diverse languages.  To implement the 
framework in an NLP system, then, we need to have 
actual analyses of specific tenses.  In this section we 
provide such analyses for several tenses in several 
languages. 

3.3.1. English 
The discussion above gives examples of the past, 

present and perfect tenses in English and their 
combinations.  Here we give two more examples of 
English grammtical tenses:  the future with will9 and the 
past with used to. 

Future:  Though an argument might be made that the 
future with will is actually a compound tense, we take the 
simpler route here and analyze it as a distinct primary 
tense with the feature [+G_Future], as in the following 
example: 

 
(15) You will be sick. 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads—sick1 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+G_Future) 
 
Past with used to:  The past tense formed with used to, 

as in he used to work here, like the simple past tense is 
[+G_Past], but differs from the simple past not only in 
aspectual properties (not treated here), but also in that it 
has the anchorable feature [+Befor].  Consider the 
following example: 

 
(16) He said he used to work here. 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads—say1 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+G_Past) 
|_L_Obj—FORMULA2 
  |_SemHeads—work1 
  |_L_Tense--_Tense2 (+G_Past +Befor) 
      |_ Anchr: _Tense1 
 
Since the embedded _Tense2 is [+Befor], it denotes a 

time that is not only before U, but also before the (past) 
time denoted by _Tense1.  This reflects the fact that in 
(16), the time that he worked here must be before the time 
that he said he used to work here (compare to (8), above); 
that is, it can only mean that he said “I used to work here”, 
and cannot mean that he said “I work here”. 

3.3.2. Other European languages 
Apart from aspectual differences, the tense systems of 

Western European languages such as French, German and 
Spanish are very similar to that of English.  The aspectual 
differences are of course important, and must be 
represented in LNS.  Although a complete discussion of 
aspect goes beyond the scope of the present paper, we 
include a brief discussion of some diferences between 
English and Spanish here.   

One notable difference between Spanish and English is 
that Spanish has two distinct grammatical past tenses, the 
perfective, or preterite, and the imperfective.  The 

                                                      
9 Needless to say, this is not the only way to express 
future-time reference in English.  The simple present can 
sometimes be used, and there are at least two other 
constructions that are future only:  be going to + infinitive, 
and be about to + infinitive.  The latter construction has a 
different meaning from the others (immediate future), and 
should be distinguished, perhaps with a feature.  The 
difference between will and be going to is hard to detect, 
if it exists at all, but in keeping with design criterion (5)(a) 
they should be distinguished in some way. 
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difference is entirely aspectual, and does not appear to 
affect the interpretation of sequence of events per se.    
Another notable difference between English and these 
other languages is that most of them use the simple 
grammatical present tense to refer to an event ongoing at 
the utterance time, as in the following Spanish example: 

 
(17) Llueve. 
 rain-Pres 
 ‘It’s raining.’ 
 
The simple present in English, however, cannot be 

used this way; English it rains has only a generic or 
habitual sense.   

For both of these distinctions, a feature indicating the 
aspectual difference is used; in our system, the relevant 
features are Discrete and NonDiscrete; the former 
indicating that events are viewed in their entirety, the 
latter that events are subdivided into arbitrarily small 
subintervals.  Thus the Spanish preterite is [+Discrete], 
while the imperfect is unmarked for either of these 
features.  Also, the simple present in English is 
[+Discrete], while the simple present in e.g. Spanish is 
umarked for this feature. 

Aside from such aspectual differences, the most 
notable tense difference between Spanish and English is 
that the Spanish present progressive, in contrast to the 
simple present, is incompatible with future time reference: 

 
(18) Vuelvo       mañana. 
 return-1sg tomorrow 
 ‘I return/am returning tomorrow’ 
 
(19) Estoy  volviendo (*mañana). 
 be-1sg returning      tomorrow 
 ‘I am returning tomorrow.’ 
 
This is handled by assigning the present progressive 

the features [+G_NonPast +NonBefor +NonAftr] (in 
addition to aspectual features), which differs from the 
simple present in being [+NonAftr].  In (19) there is no 
Anchr, so the [+NonAftr] feature dictates that the time 
referred to is not after U; i.e, is not in the future; this 
accounts for this tense’s incompatibility with a future time 
adverbial. 

3.3.3. Japanese 
The discussion above gives some examples of the 

simple past and present in Japanese, analyzed in our 
framework as [+Befor] and [+NonBefor], respectively.  
Since there is no separate future tense in Japanese, future 
time reference is normally achieved with the simple 
present tense, as in the following example: 

 
(20) ������� 
         ashita        ame-ga       furu 
     tomorrow  rain-Nom   fall-Pres 

‘Tomorrow, it will rain.’         
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads—�� (fall) 
|_L_Time—��1 (tomorrow) (+G_Future) 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+NonBefor) 
 
The feature [+NonBefor] on _Tense1 is compatible 

with future time reference, as discussed in Section 3.1.3, 

above.  The future, as opposed to present, reading of (20) 
comes from the presence of the adverbial ashita 
‘tomorrow’.  In Section 4, we discuss how semantic tense 
information from adverbials is incorporated into our 
framework. 

3.3.4. Chinese 
Unlike the other languages discussed above, Chinese 

has no grammatical tense.  As noted in the introduction 
vis-a-vis examples (2) and (3), semantic tense, when 
expressed, is often expressed via adverbials, and not with 
grammatical tense; this is discussed in more detail in 
Section 4, below.  However, Chinese does have a limited 
number of particles, traditionally referred to as aspect 
markers, which, besides indicating aspect, also indicate 
semantic tense information.  The aspectual meaning of 
these particles is beyond the scope of this paper, but we 
will discuss a few examples to show how they express 
semantic tense, and how that information is represented in 
our framework. 

We discuss here the particles le, guo and jiang, as in 
the following examples: 

 
(21) �����������

ta   shuo ta  mai   le          shu 
he  say    he buy Aspect book 
‘He says/said that he has/had bought books.’ 

FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads--�1 (say)  
|_L_Tense--_Tense1  
|_L_Obj—FORMULA2 
  |_SemHeads--�1 (buy) 
  |_L_Tense--_Tense2 (+Befor) 
    |_Anchr: _Tense1 
 
(22) ������������

ta  shuo ta mai   guo      shu 
he say   he buy Aspect book 
‘He says/said that he has/had (once) bought 
books.’  

FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads--�1 (say)  
|_L_Tense--_Tense1  
|_L_Obj—FORMULA2 
  |_SemHeads--�1 (buy) 
  |_L_Tense--_Tense2 (+Befor) 
    |_Anchr: _Tense1 
 
(23) �����������       

ta  shuo ta jiang    dao meiguo qu    
he say   heAspect to   US         go 
‘He says/said that he will/would go to the US.’  

FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads--�1 (say)  
|_L_Tense--_Tense1  
|_L_Obj—FORMULA2 
  |_SemHeads--�1 (buy) 
  |_L_Tense--_Tense2 (+Aftr) 
    |_Anchr: _Tense1 
 
In all these examples, the tense of the main clause 

(_Tense1) has no features; we take this to be the default 
case in Chinese, in which an unmarked clause can be 
interpreted as past, present or future (see the discussion of 
examples (2) and (3) in the Introduction, and Section 4, 
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below).  However, aspectual particles such as le, guo and 
jiang can also contribute semantic tense information, 
which we represent as if it were grammatical tense.   

The particles le and guo are both [+Befor] (their 
difference is aspectual, not represented here); in (21) and 
(22), the embedded clause Tense is anchored to the 
matrix, indicating that the buying of books took place 
before his saying.  In contrast, jiang in (23) is [+Aftr], so 
this example means that the going to the US takes place 
after his saying. 

4. Deriving semantic tense from syntactic 
context 

It is often the case that semantic tense information is 
not represented as grammatical tense per se, but can come, 
at least in part, from adverbials or other features of the 
syntactic environment.  We have seen that this is one of 
the main sources of semantic tense information in 
Chinese; an example from English is We speak tomorrow, 
which is grammatically present tense (hence [+G_NonPast 
+NonBefor], but semantically is unambiguously about the 
future.  To deal with this situation, we propose to augment 
the framework outlined in Section 3 with an additional 
non-tree attribute Spcfrs, which indicates, for a given 
Tense node, any other temporal expressions in the clause 
that contributes to the semantic tense of that clause.  Like 
Anchr, Spcfrs is not part of the LNS tree per se, but is an 
annotation on the tree.  The representation is given below: 

 
(24) We speak tomorrow. 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads—speak1 
|_L_Time—tomorrow1 (+G_Future) 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1 (+G_NonPast +NonBefor) 
   |_ Spcfrs: tomorrow1 
 
_Tense1 has only the features of any present tense, so 

the representation satisfies the first design criterion (5)(a); 
but its Spcfrs is the adverb tomorrow1, which itself has 
the feature [+G_Future], since tomorrow is 
unambiguously in the future.  This relation indicates to the 
language-independent function that derives the explicit 
sequential representation that the temporal reference of the 
clause is to a time that is after U, thus satisfying the 
second design criterion (5)(b). 

Note that design criterion (5)(a) is satisfied in another 
way, as well:  the structure of (24) is different from the 
structure of a sentence with a future tense, which 
presumably makes use of the feature [+G_Future] (see 
below); thus the distinction between the “scheduled” 
future (Comrie, 1985) in (24) and the more basic future of 
We will speak tomorrow is preserved. 

The need for the Spcfrs relation is much more 
prevalent in languages that make little or no use of 
grammatical tense, such as Chinese.  Consider the 
following examples: 

 

(25) ������ 
 zuotian      ta  lai     kan wo 
 yesterday he come see me 
 ‘Yesterday he came to see me.’ 
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads--�1 (come) 
|_L_Time--��1 (yesterday) (+G_Past) 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1  
   |_Spcfrs:  ��1 
 
(26) ������ 
 mingtian   ta  lai     kan  wo 
 tomorrow he come see me 
 ‘Tomorrow he will come to see me.’  
FORMULA1 
|_SemHeads--�1 (come) 
|_L_Time--��1 (tomorrow) (+G_Future) 
|_L_Tense--_Tense1  
   |_Spcfrs:  ��1 
 
The Spcfrs relation thus permits specification of 

semantic tense features that are not expressed as 
grammatical tense. 

5. Comparison to other frameworks 
Our proposal is for a system of representation of 

semantic tense that is language-neutral; i.e., that 
represents the tense distinctions of different languages in a 
formal vocabulary that has the same meaning in all 
languages.  As such, our proposal is very different from 
proposals to represent the semantics of tense in a 
particular language such as English, both in the obvious 
respect that we consider other languages, and in the less 
obvious respect that our proposal is not a semantic one in 
any deep sense, but rather a syntactic representation that is 
language-neutral, as sketched in Section 2 (Campbell & 
Suzuki, 2002). 

As such, the nearest thing to a comparable proposal 
that we have encountered in the computational literature is 
Van Eynde (1997), which explicitly provides a 
Reichenbachian semantic framework for multiple 
languages, and incorporates information from temporal 
adverbs in addition to grammatical tense.  Unlike our 
proposal, however, Van Eynde’s framework is explicitly 
Reichenbachian, characterizing tenses in terms of three 
possible values for sTENSE, expressing the relation 
between the reference and speech times, and six values for 
sASPECT, expressing the relation between the event and 
reference times.  Although our framework encodes the 
same essential insight, it does so without rigidly adhering 
to the reference time/event time distinction, which leads to 
a simpler representation in our view. 

6. Application 
Having a language-neutral representation of semantic 

tense has clear implications for multi-lingual applications 
such as MT.  Consider again the Japanese example (13), 
in which an embedded present tense is to be translated 
into past tense in English.  A simple transfer of the 
language-particular present tense yields the wrong result, 
since She said she is sick (=(12)) means something very 
different from (13).  Instead, what needs to be transferred 
is the whole temporal structure of _Tense2, including its 
features and its Anchr, since this is the information that 
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determines that it denotes a time that is before U.  Such 
context-sensitive transfers are possible in an MT system 
such as that described by Richardson, et al. (2001). 

Similarly, consider the Chinese example (25), in which 
there is no grammatical tense specified.  A Chinese-
English MT system must transfer not the grammatical 
tense (which yields no information whatsoever), but rather 
the whole temporal structure, which in this case includes 
its Spcfrs, in order to give the English generation system 
the information it needs to generate past tense. 

7. Conclusion 
We have presented and exemplified a framework for 

representing semantic tense in a language-neutral fashion, 
which meets the competing design criteria in (5):  that 
each language-particular tense be reconstructible by a 
generation function, and that an explicit representation of 
temporal sequence be derivable by means of a language-
independent function. 

The framework we have proposed allows us to get 
semantic tense information from grammatical tense, or 
from adverbial modifiers, and represents this information 
in a semantically motivated, language-neutral fashion. 
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Abstract
 In this paper, we propose a representational  scheme  for temporal and causal information processing which is based on the
exploitation of linguistic elements of narrative texts having a temporal and/or causal interest.  We show that the framework of
generalized intervals provides an adequate representational device for temporal information as it is conveyed from descriptions in
natural language.  The linguistic elements  which are used in order to determine the temporal structure of the text are: temporal
adverbials, verbs, derived nouns, temporal and/or causal connectives. Reasoning over the resulting temporal constraint network allows
the disambiguation of ambiguous temporal relations and provides answers to questions concerning the temporal order of events in the
text, their relative positioning and their causal interpretation.

1. Introduction
The extraction and processing of temporal information

from natural language texts requires an effective
representational scheme which facilitates the answer to
questions such as: «What happened»?, «Why?», «Did
event A take place before event B?», etc. In this paper, we
propose  such a scheme and we focus on its theoretical
justification.

We show that the framework of generalized intervals
(Ligozat 1991;  Ligozat 1997; Bestougeff and Ligozat
1992) which extends Allen’s interval framework (Allen
1983; Allen 1984) provides an adequate representational
device for temporal information as it is conveyed from
descriptions in natural language. The formalism of
generalized intervals allows a direct representation of
qualitative temporal relations possessing an internal
structure.  Therefore, it is suitable for the representation of
events  which are classified according to the tripartite
ontology of events (Moens 1987; Moens and Steedman
1988). This representation allows  reference to their
internal structure and proves to be well adapted to the
representation of temporal information

In our approach, the linguistic elements which are used
in order to determine the temporal structure of  the text
are: temporal adverbials, verbs, derived nouns, temporal
and/or causal connectives. The  above mentioned elements
contribute to determining the order of events in the text,
their relative position, their degree of completion and their
duration.

Reasoning over the temporal constraint network which
reflects the temporal structure  of the text allows the
disambiguation of ambiguous  temporal relations  and
provides answers  to questions concerning the temporal
order of events in the text, their relative positioning and
their causal interpretation.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In section 2
the theoretical assumptions of the approach are presented.
Section 3 is concerned with the  representational scheme
while in section 4 the final conclusions are presented.

2.  Theoretical assumptions
Our choice of a representation language is motivated

by the  complexity and richness of the linguistic
information required for the processing of temporal and
causal phenomena.  Indeed, most of the well known
formalisms such  as the interval-based framework
proposed by Allen (1983; 1984) prove to be inadequate
for the representation of complex linguistic information.
In the following  we briefly present the formalism of
generalized intervals  as proposed by Ligozat (1991;
1996; 1997) and Bestougeff and Ligozat (1992).

2.1. The generalized interval framework
In this approach, the main temporal object is a  a poly-

typed string  (henceforth PTS) which consists of a
generalized interval, i.e. an increasing sequence of typed
boundaries  (time points)  corresponding  to an event, and
its associated  linguistic information. The typing of the
boundaries (opening, closing, undefined) allows to reason
over the degree of completion of an action and therefore
proves to be  adequate for the representation of the
grammatical aspect. A sequence of n typed boundaries is
called   an n-string  and it defines a partitioning of time
into 2n+1 zones numbered from 0 to 2n. Odd numbers
correspond to boundaries and even numbers correspond to
open intervals defined by these boundaries. Using this
numbering we are able to define all the combinatorial
possibilities of relations between two n-strings: Consider a
p-string X and a q-string Y. The relations between X and
Y is determined by specifying for each boundary of X
which zone of Y it belongs to. We thus obtain a non-
decreasing sequence  of p integers between 0 and 2q.

   A sequence of polytyped strings reflecting a
consistent piece of discourse is called a temporal site.
This temporal site is represented by a temporal constraint
network, that is, a graph where the edges correspond to
typed strings and the arcs to relations between them.
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2.2. Events in the generalized interval
framework

The processing of temporal and causal information as
it is conveyed by natural language requires an ontology
which is constituted on the cognitive basis of relations
such as causation and enablement (grouped under the
more general notion of consequentiality) between events
and states rather than on purely temporal primitives. An
ontology which satisfies the above requirements and is
also able to capture  most of the relevant linguistic
phenomena is the tripartite ontology of events  (Moens
1987; Moens and Steedman 1988). The basic element of
this ontology is an «event nucleus»  which is composed by
a preparatory  process, leading to a culmination point
followed by a consequent state. In this way, we can
explain the fact that the same event (for example, the
construction of a bridge) can be used by referring to its
preparatory process (drawing the plans), to its culmination
point (the bridge was inaugurated) or to its consequent
state (traffic problems were solved).  Temporal and
aspectual  categories as conveyed by natural language
utterances are classified into states  and events. Following
(Parsons 1990) we will use the term eventuality in order to
describe an event or a state.  Events are further classified
into culminated processes, processes, culminations and
points (punctual events  which are not associated  to a
preparatory process or consequent state). Reference to the
appropriate part of the nucleus  determines the exact
nature of the event or state at hand.

3.2.3. Representing temporal knowledge
In the generalized interval framework,  different types

of processes are associated to typical schemata in terms of
sequences of typed  boundaries.

In the following we sketch the representation of
temporal knowledge in the generalized interval framework
(Galiotou 1999; Galiotou and Ligozat 1997).

A culminated process (the nucleus) situated in the past
will be represented by a sequence of typed boundaries
numbered by odd numbers from 1 to 7.

[            I            [            I
O1        U3    O5        U7

Preparatory process: (1 3), Culmination point: 3,
Consequent state: (3 5), Speech time: 7, Aspect: Perfect,
Tense: Past

The boundaries take their values among the following:
[   (Opening boundary),   ]  ( Closing boundary), U
(Undefined boundary)

A culmination situated in the past will be represented
by a  sequence of three boundaries as in the following:

I           [            I
U1       O3         U5

Culmination point: 1, Consequent state: (1 3), Speech
time: 5, Aspect: Perfective, Tense:Past

A process situated in the past will represented as:

  [            [           I
  O1        O3        U5

Process: (1 3), Speech time: 5 , Aspect: Imperfective,
Tense: Past

A state will represented as:

            ]            [            I
                     C1         O3        U5

State: (1 3), Speech time: 5, Aspect: Imperfective,
Tense: Past

A punctual event  will be represented  as:

I            I
                       U1         U3

Point: 1,  Speech time:  3,  Aspect:  Perfective,  Tense:
Past

3.2.3. Building the temporal site
Using this schematic representation  we try to express

the corresponding temporal relations (see  also Galiotou
1999, Galiotou and Ligozat 1997). In the following, we
give an example of a temporal relation expressed by
means of  relations between typed boundaries:

Suppose that we consider two 4-intervals  X and Y
each  referring to an event nucleus.  X is defined by the
sequence of boundaries  x1, x2, x3, x4  and Y is defined by
the  the sequence of boundaries  y1, y2,  y3, y4. The
variables xi and yi , i ∈  {1,3,5,7} have a type among the
following: {O(pening), C(losing), U(ndefined)}.  The
open intervals defined by the boundaries will  be
numbered by even numbers. So, the  representation of the
two 4-intervals will be:

[ I [ I
0       X1   2    X3   4     X5   6    X7    8

[ I [ I
0       Y1   2   Y3   4     Y5   6    Y7    8

The relation of temporal precedence will be
represented by the following:

([0,2], [0,2], [0,6], 7)

The culmination point of X (x3) is related to the
culmination point of Y (y3) by a relation of  temporal
precedence while the position of x5 is not completely
determined.

Based on this representation, we build a temporal
constraint network reflecting the temporal structure of a
text. Actually, the arcs of the network  correspond to two
types of relations:  on the one hand, purely temporal
relations, and on the other hand discourse relations
reflecting the hierarchical structure of the text and having
a temporal  or causal significance (Asher 1993): narration,
elaboration, explanation, background, and result.  We also
take into account the discourse relation of contrast which
has a rather non-temporal character but proves to be useful
in establishing contextual constraints for the  processing
of causal information.
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At this  point of the representation  we can anticipate
different ways of processing  (Bestougeff and Ligozat
1992):
•  Restrict  a priori the number of possible relations

between two n-intervals in a natural language
utterance.

•  In case of an incomplete graph,  calculate the possible
relations between two generalized intervals  using  the
formula of composition of relations between  two
generalized intervals (Ligozat 1991). An application
of this procedure can be found in (Galiotou 1999).

•  Verify that the set of  temporal relations  in the
temporal constraint network is consistent.

•  Verify that updating the network does not  introduce
any inconsistency.

Every time a  new set of constraints between two
generalized intervals is introduced in the temporal
constraint network,  the set of  relations is updated. For the
propagation of constraints in the graph  we use a variant of
Allen’s constraint propagation algorithm  (Allen 1983;
Allen 1984) suitably  adapted  for the generalized interval
framework (Ligozat 1991;  Galiotou 1999).

3. A  proposal for a representational scheme
Before proceeding with the definition of the scheme,

we have to specify the linguistic elements of the text
which  contribute to  determining the temporal relations.

3.1. Linguistic elements in the text
In our experimentation we have used a corpus of short

newspaper articles in Modern Greek describing car
accidents.  The study of temporal and causal phenomena
in such a corpus had two goals:

•  extract the events which have led to an  accident
as well as its consequences;

•  provide all plausible explanations of the causes of
the accident.

In general,  the causes of the accident are explicitly
mentioned in the text using causal connectives and/or
causal  expressions. This explicit causal information
contributes  to the determination of the temporal order
and the relative positioning of events  in conjunction with
the «Causes precede Effects» rule.

Our corpus consists  of narrative texts composed of
simple clauses containing  temporal adverbials,
subordinates  introduced by  temporal and/or causal
connectives,  verb phrases,  derived nouns and adjectives.
In this type of narration,  events are situated in the past so,
verbal forms of the future do not appear in the text. The
most frequent verbal forms are those of the preterite,
while the present tense is used  in order to describe
consequent states. As far as grammatical aspect is
concerned, all  possible values for Greek are present, i.e.
imperfective, perfective and perfect (Mackridge 1985).
The lexical aspect follows the tripartite ontology of events
as already stated in section 2.

Temporal adverbials are classified  (Tzevelekou 1995)
into:

•  those which require a different starting point from
the starting point of the narration:  kat’ ar`xin1 (at
first), sti si`nexia (afterwards) etc.

•  those which establish their reference either from
the starting point of the narration or form another
starting point:  ta ksime`romata tis kiriakis (on
Sunday morning), `liγo prin ta me`sanixta tis
paraske`vis (short before Friday midnight) etc.

•  deictic adverbs which establish their reference
uniquely from the starting point of the narration:
xθes (yesterday), pro`xθes (the day before
yesterday), etc.

Temporal clauses are introduced by temporal
connectives which on the one hand provide information
on the temporal order of events and on the other hand
help determine implicit causal relations (i.e. causal
relations which are not expressed by  causal markers in
the text).  Consider the case of the temporal connective
`otan (when). Its use in the corpus is in accordance with
the observation that its basic meaning is not  temporal in
the first place (Moens and Steedman 1988).  Indeed, `otan
(when) establishes a consequentiality relation between the
main clause event and the subordinate clause event
provided that the  eventualities in the text follow the
organizational scheme of the tripartite ontology of events.
Therefore, it is a candidate for expressing causality in the
text.   Take for example, the case of the construction

Q(Past-perfective) `otan  P(Pat-Perfective)

In  this case the processes Q and P are related with a
consequentiality relation as in the following example:

tris `nei `exasan ti zo`i  tus otan to afto`kinito tus
ana`trapike

Three young men lost their lives when their car
overturned.

Explicit causal information in the text is expressed by
causal connectives such as epi`δi (because) of causal
expressions such as me apo`telesma (with result) or `loγo
(because of).

It is also expressed by noun phrases which are
introduced in simple sentences such as:

e`pisimi e`tia tu δisti`ximatos  ine i olisθi`rotita tu
`δromu

The official cause of the accident is the slipperiness of
the road.

or, verbal phrases with a causal sense such as:

to δi`stixima o`filete stin ipervoli`ki ta`xitita tu
aftoki`nitu

The accident is due to the excessive speed of the car.

The combination of  a causal expression with a derived
noun phrases such as i olisθi`rotita tu `δromu (the
slipperiness of the road), i api`ria tu oδi`γu (the
inexperience of the driver), I aprose`ksia ton pe`zon (the
inattention of the pedestrians) etc  is used in order to
                                                     
1 Greek words are transcribed according to the characters of the
International  Phonetic Alphabet. When necessary, stress is
indicated with symbol  « ` » before any stressed syllable.
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establish discourse relations and to build the temporal
structure of the text.  For example:

  to δi`stixima o`filete stin apì`ria tu oδi`γu a`la ke stin
aprose`ksia ton pe`zon

  The accident is due to the inexperience of the driver
but also, to the inattention of the pedestrians.

Here, a relation of explanation  holds  between the
propositions and therefore, a relation of consequentiality
between the corresponding eventualities. The derived
nominal  represents a state. So, the consequentiality
relation is specified as an enablement relation between the
state represented by the derived nominal and the main
clause event which in this case is the accident.  Thus we
obtain an overlap relation between the related temporal
intervals.

3.2. The representational scheme

The theoretical assumptions described in section 2 lead
to the definition  of a representational scheme   taking into
account the linguistic elements of the text which are
described in the previous subsection. As already stated,
our treatment of temporal information in the text is based
solely on the exploitation  of linguistic knowledge.

Therefore,  we propose a  single-dimensional scheme
consisting of a  list of  labels relative to the temporal
and/or causal knowledge as it is expressed   by  the
linguistic elements of the text.

Note that,  since the starting point of our research  was
the study of temporal and causal phenomena in Modern
Greek, we had to take into account  the particularities of
the temporal and aspectual system of the  language in
elaborating a suitable tag set. Yet, in our opinion, this does
not constitute a major problem  since the set of values is
easily extendable in order to capture particularities of
other languages provided that the general guidelines are
kept.

The text segments  to be annotated are taken  at the
clause level.

3.2.3. The tag set
The proposed tag set takes into account the following

classes:
BOUNDARY_LIST : The  generalized interval

expressed in terms of  a list of typed boundaries for
example,

<U1, 03, U5>
TENSE:   Values are limited to
<past>, <non_past>
since in Modern Greek future is considered as modal.
ASPECT:  <imperfective>, <perfective>, <perfect>
LEXASP:   The values follow the tripartite ontology

of event and they are limited to:
<state>, <culm_process>, <process>,

<culmination>, <point>.
The number of categories could easily be modified

provided that the  principles of the ontology are respected.
CONNECTIVE:  We take into account  causal and/

or temporal connectives  therefore, the proposed tags are:
<cn_causal>, <cn_temp>, <cn_ct>
TEMPADV:  Temporal adverbials play a crucial role

in our processing of temporal and causal information
but there was no need for a more fine-grained
characterization. So, the only possible tag is:

 <tempadv>
In the current state of the scheme  we have decided to

encode dates under the <tempadv> tag.
CUE_PHRASE: Cue_phrases  contribute to the

determination of temporal and  explicitly causal
information, so they enter our scheme with the tag:

<cue_phrase>

3.2.3. The decision rules
 Following   (Klein, 1999) we  provide a decision tree

aiming at giving an overview of all possible tags  and how
they are related to each other. We also provide rules  that
help to mutually constraint the tags between categories
and  ensure the coherence of the annotation:

In figure 1, we give an example of the decision rules :

if  the segment is tagged with  <culmination>  and <past >
then label with <U1 O3 U5>
….
if the segment is tagged with <past> and <perfect>
then label with <culm_process>
…
if the segment is tagged with <past> and <imperfective>
then label with <state>
…

Figure 1. Example of decision rules

3.2.3. Examples and evaluation
In table 1 we give an example of the application of the

scheme to a fragment of a text describing a car accidents
(in Modern Greek).

A quick overview this application has shown that as
far as the temporal entities are concerned  there was an
approximately  even distribution of culminated processes
and culminations. and to a lesser extent states and
processes. The fifth category of temporal entities, namely
that of  punctual events, did not appear in any text.

 As for the verbal forms, there was no occurrence of
the future tense. The most frequent forms were those of
the preterite,  while the present tense was used in order to
describe the consequent states of events and conclusions.

The distribution of temporal and causal connectives
indicated that the most frequent appearance is that of the
`otan (when) connective  used both as a temporal and as a
causal one.

We must also report  an extensive use of cue_phrases
for the expression of causal knowledge in the text.
Contrary to what one may have expected in a corpus of
short newspaper articles describing car accidents, causal
connectives were not the most frequent elements used in
order to express causality. Explicit causal information was
mostly put forward using cue phrases in simple sentences.

The scheme proved to be quite easy to apply by  the
human annotator. Yet, the tagging procedure, as far  the
boundary list was concerned proved to be  more difficult
to implement. This has led us to the conclusion that the
annotation procedure should be automated at least as far
as the boundary_list category is concerned.
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ORIGINAL TEXT ANNOTATED TEXT

 tris `nei `exasan ti zo`i  tus otan to afto`kinito tus ana`trapike
(Three young men lost their lives when their car overturned).

<U1 O3 U5> <culm> tris `nei
<past><imperfective>`exasan
</past></imperfective>

ti zo`i  tus
</culm> </U1  O3 U5>
<O1 U3 O5 U7> <culm_process>
<cn_temp>otan  </cn_temp>
to afto`kinito tus

<past><perfective>ana`trapike</past></perfective>
</culm_process></O1 U3 O5 U7>

Table 1: Application of the  scheme to a fragment of  a text

4. Conclusions
In this paper,  we proposed a representational

scheme which provides the background for the
processing of temporal and causal information.

We have  insisted on  the theoretical assumptions of
the scheme concerning:

•  the temporal positioning of events;
•  the appropriate temporal ontology;
•  the interaction of temporal and causal

information in texts;
•  the causal interpretation of events.

We also discussed the nature of the linguistic
elements of a text which can be used to determine the
temporal structure of the text.

We then briefly described a representational scheme
based on the theoretical assumptions mentioned above.

This representational scheme was applied to a
corpus of short newspaper articles describing car
accidents in Modern Greek. These articles were selected
with respect to their informational interest and the
temporal and  causal relations  they contained.
Therefore, the particularities of the temporal and
aspectual system of the Greek language were taken into
account  in  the proposed tag set. Nevertheless,  this tag
set could easily be modified  to take into account the
particularities of other languages provided that the
general approach is followed.

The scheme has proved to be quite reliable in its
application to the particular corpus. Yet, the task of the
human annotator would be greatly  facilitated if at least
certain procedures such as the tagging with the
boundaries_list notation  were automated.
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Abstract 
This paper suggests that video indexing is an interesting and important natural language application for which it is crucial to identify 
temporal information in collateral text that articulates the semantic content of moving images.  Recently a rich source of information 
about the content of films and television programmes has become available in the form of audio description scripts.  The analysis of 
the expression of temporal information in a corpus of audio description scripts leads to a discussion of some consequences for schemes 
to annotate such information in a video indexing application. 
 

1. Introduction  
The further development of digital libraries to retrieve, 

manipulate, browse and generate complex multimedia 
artefacts depends upon the machine-based representation 
of those artefacts, and in particular their ‘semantic 
content’.  An image can be understood at different levels 
of meaning: an image sequence, like a movie, can also tell 
a story by depicting a sequence of events.  A crucial part 
of a film’s semantic content is the narrative that it relates.  
As the story unfolds, the viewer constructs their 
understanding of the story guided by the director’s careful 
sequencing of scenes and editing of shots.  A machine-
level representation of a film should maintain its rich 
structure and detail the entities, events and themes 
depicted; but how can a representation be instantiated for 
a given film?  

One general approach to video indexing is based on 
the association of moving images and collateral text so 
that keywords, and potentially richer representations, are 
extracted from text fragments.  Consider, for example, the 
speech of news and documentary presenters, sports 
commentaries and even newspaper film reviews.  The 
challenge is to explicate the relationship between the 
moving image and the text.  This involves dealing with 
temporal information in various ways; for example it is 
necessary to associate text fragments with the video 
intervals for which they are true; temporal relationships 
between the events depicted in the moving image must be 
extracted from the text; and, the time at which the action 
takes place must be ascertained.  

A newspaper film review gives an incomplete and 
temporally re-ordered account of the events in a film.  The 
speech of a newsreader is temporally aligned with the 
moving image but does not always refer to the visual 
information directly – much of a news broadcast 
comprises head and shoulders shots of newsreaders or 
stock video footage used to illustrate a story, thus 
keywords are more likely to be indicative of general story 
content than refer directly to what can be seen.  By 
contrast, an audio description is a kind of ‘narrative 
monologue’ that gives a detailed account of what can be 
seen on screen in which the text order tends to follow the 
order of events in a programme or film.  Audio description 

enhances the enjoyment of most kinds of films and 
television programmes for visually impaired viewers.  In 
the gaps between existing speech the audio description 
gives key information about scenes, people’s appearances 
and on-screen actions so that in effect the story conveyed 
by the moving image is retold in words.   

We are interested in applying information extraction 
technology to generate machine-level representations of 
video content from audio description.  It is hoped that the 
enhanced representation of video content could facilitate 
more complex querying (“find all clips showing X 
happening” – where X is a detailed description of events) 
and perhaps also contribute further to systems for video 
generation and maybe even question answering about 
what happened in a movie and why.  As a first step 
towards information extraction we are considering the 
annotation of a corpus of audio description scripts to 
explicate what and how information is conveyed.  At the 
moment priority is being given to temporal information 
because it seems to be crucial for the proper integration of 
moving images and collateral text. 

Audio description is scripted before it is recorded.  An 
audio description script is thus a text which is ‘written to 
be spoken’ and includes time-codes to indicate when each 
utterance is to be spoken.  The task of processing audio 
description scripts is constrained because audio describers 
follow guidelines that restrict the language they use, i.e. 
normally the present tense, simple sentences and few 
pronominal references.  This restricted language, the 
presence of time-codes and the relatively straightforward 
chronological order of the texts make audio description 
scripts a good starting point for extracting information for 
video indexing.   

Though it is straightforward to associate a time-coded 
text fragment approximately with a video interval, a more 
precise association requires consideration of tense and 
aspect.  For example, consider how the following 
fragments relate to intervals in the moving image: they are 
from audio description for The English Patient – time 
codes are in the format [minute:second]1. 

                                                   
1 This sample is reproduced from The English Patient.  Please 
note that further examples in the paper are fictitious but based 
closely on actual audio description and maintain grammatical 
structure (i.e. only names and events have been changed). 
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[11:43]� Hanna� passes� Jan� some� banknotes� –� a� near�
instantaneous� event� in� the� present� tense,� so� the� fragment�
relates�to�a�short�video�interval�at�the�time�of�speaking;��

[11:55]� Laughing,� Jan� falls� back� into� her� seat� –� the�
present�participle�indicates�that�‘laughing’�is�ongoing�and�
so� relates� to� a� longer� video� interval� that� includes� the�
instantaneous�‘falls�back’;��

[12:01]� An� explosion� on� the� road� ahead� –� use� of�
nominalisation�to�refer�to�an�event;�

[12:08]�The�jeep�has�hit�a�mine�–�the�present�perfect�
indicates�that�the�event�is�completed�and�the�video�interval�
that� the� text� relates� to� must� have� start� and� end� points�
before� the� time-code� of� the� text� fragment� (general�
knowledge� tells� us� that� this� event� occurred� before� the�
explosion�and�was�its�cause).�

��
Once� text� fragments�have� been� associated� with� video�

intervals� the� events� depicted� in� the� steady� flow� of� the�
moving�image�must�be�related�to�each�other�according�to�a�
different�time-line�–�that�of�the�diegetic�world�depicted�by�
the� movie.� � For� example� the� ‘hit� mine’� event� happens�
immediately�before�the�‘explosion’�described�above�and�it�
might� be� appropriate� to� label� the� relationship� with�
causality.� � There� are� also� examples� of� simultaneous� and�
included� events,� such� as� –� he� prevents� her� from� leaving,�
holding� her� firmly.� � Events� in� a� movie� are� grouped� in�
scenes� where� each� scene� has� a� (normally)� unique�
combination�of�time�and�location.��In�audio�description�an�
explicit� time�reference�might�be�used� to� introduce�a�new�
scene,� e.g.� October� 1944;� later� is� also� used� to� introduce�
scenes�and�indicate�story�progression.�

This� paper� suggests� that� video� indexing� is� an�
interesting�and�important�natural�language�application�for�
which� it� is� crucial� to� identify� and� analyse� temporal�
information�in�collateral�texts�that�articulate�the�semantic�
content� of� moving� images.� � A� review� of� video� retrieval�
systems�shows�that�the�use�of�collateral�text�is�important,�
but�in�order�to�extend�the�approach�to�more�kinds�of�video�
material�and�collateral� text� it�will�be�essential� to�process�
temporal�information.� �The�conceptualisation�of�time�and�
events� with� respect� to� semantic� content� in� digital� video�
systems�is�outlined,�particularly�for�films�(Section�2).�

We� attempt� to� formalise� the� challenge� of� integrating�
video�data�and�collateral�text�by�describing�three�tasks�that�
would� contribute� to� the� use� of� collateral� text� for� video�
indexing.� � These� tasks� guided� the� analysis� of� an� audio�
description� script� corpus� (70,856� words):� prominent�
expressions� of� temporal� information� are� quantified� and�
exemplified�(Section�3).��The�results�begin�to�give�a�basis�
for� discussing� what� would� be� required� of� a� scheme� to�
annotate� temporal� information� in� this� scenario:� existing�
annotation� schemes� are� reviewed� and� some� tentative�
extensions�are�proposed�(Section�4).��The�paper�closes�by�
considering�further�directions�for�this�work�(Section�5).�

�

2.� Digital�Video�Systems�
Video�data�can�be� indexed�with�visual� features�based�

on� the� distribution� of� pixels,� e.g.� colour,� texture,� shape�
and� motion:� however� a� ‘semantic� gap’� appears� between�
video� databases� and� users� who� often� conceive� their�
information� needs� in� terms� of� the� relationships� between�
entities,� events� and� themes� to� be� depicted� in� the� video�
sequence� of� interest.� � Indexing� could� be� achieved� by�

attaching� keywords� and� other� descriptors� manually� to�
either� whole� video� data� files� or� intervals� and� regions�
within� them.� � A� cheaper� alternative� is� to� use� language�
technology� to�process� ‘collateral� text’;�Srihari� introduced�
this� term� to� refer� to� textual� information� associated� with�
visual� information,� specifically� photo� captions� (1995).��
Video� data� sometimes� includes� an� integral� textual�
component� in� the� form� of� speech� and� closed-captions.��
Other�external�textual�information�arises�in�the�production�
and� distribution� of� video� material,� e.g.� scripts� and�
production� notes,� and� now� audio� description� (legislation�
in� a� number� of� countries� makes� the� provision� of� audio�
description�mandatory�for�an�increasing�amount�of�digital�
TV�and�film�output).�

In� news� broadcasts� and� documentary� programmes�
much�of�the�information�content�is�carried�by�the�spoken�
words� of� the� presenters,� and� the� subjects� on� which� they�
are� speaking� will� reflect,� albeit� to� varying� degrees,� the�
entities,� events� and� themes� shown� in� the� accompanying�
moving� images.� � The� Informedia� system� indexes� news�
broadcasts� and� documentary� programs� by� keywords� that�
are� extracted� from� speech� and� closed� captions:� since� the�
speech� is� time-aligned� with� the� moving� images� the�
keywords� can� be� associated� with� specific� video� intervals�
(Wactlar�et�al.,�1999).� �This�approach�has�been�extended�
into� a� multi-lingual� context� in� the� Pop-Eye� and� Olive�
projects,� and� to� deal� with� sports� footage� in� the� current�
MUMIS�project�(de�Jong�et�al.,�2000).��Other�researchers�
have� applied� text� segmentation� techniques� to� the� speech�
stream�of�video�data�in�order�to�segment�video�sequences�
(Mani� et� al.,� 1997;� Takeshita,� Inoue� and� Tanaka,� 1997).��
The� transcribed� speech� of� news� presenters� has� been�
exploited� in� a� system� for� browsing� through� news�
broadcasts� by� following� hypertext� links� between� terms�
and� viewing� associated� video� sequences� (Shahraray,�
1999).� � Research� and� systems� focused� on� accessing�
broadcast�news,� including� further� tasks� like� multi-stream�
segmentation,� combined� name/face� recognition� and�
multimedia� summarisation� are� collected� in� Maybury�
(2000).��

There�are�moving�images�that�do�not�contain�‘integral’�
text,�but�that�can�be�indexed�with�text�that�was�produced�
specifically� to� elucidate� the� video’s� content.� � The�
WebSEEK� system,� which� has� indexed� hundreds� of�
thousands� of� images� and� videos� on� the� WWW,� selects�
keywords�from�the�text�of�hyperlinks�to�images�and�videos�
on�WWW-pages�(Smith�and�Chang,�1997);�note�that�this�
system� only� indexes� whole� videos� rather� than� intervals.��
Another� system,� developed� at� the� Japan� Broadcasting�
Corporation,� parses� the� notes� kept� in� the� production� of�
wildlife� documentary� programs� that� describe� the� entities�
and� events� in� the� recorded� footage� and� are� time-coded.��
Queries� for� video� intervals� can� be� made� in� terms� of� the�
relationships� between� entities� and� actions� (Kim� and�
Shibata,�1996).��

More� recently� there� have� been� developments� to�
combine� visual� and� textual� features� for� the� classification�
of� video� sequences.� � For� example,� visual� features� may�
indicate� the� location� of� a� scene� (indoors/outdoors)� and�
whether� there� is� one� or� many� people� in� the� shot,� and�
textual� features� may� indicate� the� nature� of� the� spoken�
words�(a�news�report�/�a�political�speech):�taken�together�
these�features�suggest�whether�a�video�sequence�depicts�a�
political� rally,� an� outside� news� broadcast,� or� a� political�
party’s�conference�(Satoh,�Nakamura�and�Kanade,�1999).��
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Textual� information� from� TV� sit-com� scripts� has� been�
combined� with� visual� features,� through� a� process�
involving� user� interaction,� so� a� system� can� locate� scenes�
containing� a� particular� character� (Wachman� and� Picard,�
2001).�

Collateral�text�could�potentially�be�used�for�extracting�
information� about� other� kinds� of� video,� including� those�
with�rich�semantic�content�like�films�and�dance�sequences.��
In� specialist� domains,� like� dance,� there� is� an� extensive�
range� of� collateral� texts� available� (dance� programmes,�
newspaper� reviews,� textbooks,� choreographer’s� notes,�
biographies,� etc.)� and� spoken� commentaries� can� be�
elicited�from�experts�asked�to�‘describe’�and�to�‘interpret’�
sequences.� � The� KAB� system� was� developed� to� index�
fixed-length�intervals�of�dance�videos�with�keywords�from�
such�commentaries:�this�work�also�specified�requirements�
for� a� general� system� to� process� diverse� collateral� texts�
(Salway� and� Ahmad,� 1998;� Salway,� 1999).� � A� key�
requirement� is� a� video� data� model� and� representation�
scheme� that� captures� semantic� video� content,� including�
temporal�organisation,�at�an�appropriate� level�of�detail�to�
facilitate� complex� queries,� browsing� and� even� video�
generation;� the� link� with� collateral� text� also� needs� to� be�
modelled.�

In� the� video� database� literature� semantic� content� is�
usually� treated� as� comprising� the� objects� and� events�
depicted� by� a� moving� image� and� the� spatio-temporal�
relationships� that� hold� between� them;� for� a� survey� see�
Chen,� Kashyap� and� Ghafoor� (2000).� � Descriptions� of�
objects� and� events� (as� keywords� and� propositions,� for�
example)�are�associated�with�intervals�of�video�data�which�
can�be�modelled�either�as�a�hierarchy�of�discrete�intervals�
(Weiss,� Duda� and� Gifford,� 1995)� or� as� multi-layered�
overlapping� intervals� (Davenport,� Aguierre� Smith� and�
Pincever,�1991).�

Allen’s�(1983)�temporal�logic�has�been�applied�widely�
in� video� data� models� to� facilitate� reasoning� about� video�
content�and�more�complex�queries:�the�number�of� the�13�
possible�interval�relationships�that�are�used�varies�between�
applications.� � A� hierarchical� model� is� appropriate� for�
dealing� with� film� in� terms� of� scenes� and� shots� (see�
Corridoni�et�al.,�1996).� �However,�to�capture�more�detail�
about� the� events� within� a� shot� it� might� be� necessary� to�
allow�for�overlapping�video�intervals�and�more�description�
of�the�relationships�between�events.�

Knowledge� representation� schemes� aim� to� provide�
unambiguous�representations�of�meaning�and�to� facilitate�
inferencing:�a�number�of�proposals�have�been�made�to�use�
such�schemes� for� semantic�video�content.� �Regarding� the�
composition� of� events/sub-events� in� moving� images,�
particularly� in� stereotypical� situations,� a� framework� was�
developed�based�on�Schank�and�Abelson’s�scripts�(1977),�
see� (Parkes,� 1989;� Nack� and� Parkes,� 1997).� � Semantic�
networks� have� been� used� in� a� video� browsing� system� to�
elaborate�the�description�of�events,�for�example�to�specify�
participants� and� causal� relationships� between� events�
(Roth,�1999).� �The�use�of� conceptual�dependency�graphs�
and� story� grammars� has� also� been� discussed� (Tanaka,�
Ariki�and�Uehara,�1999).��Independent�to�this,�but�sharing�
some� similar� goals,� researchers� in� computer� vision� have�
proposed�levels�to�deal�with�complex�visual�information�at�
stages� from� raw� visual� input� to� final� representation,� e.g.�
‘change� –� event� –� verb� –� history’� (Nagel,� 1988),� and�
specifically� for� human� motion� ‘movement� –� activity� –�
action’�(Bobick,�1997).�

3.� Temporal�Information�in�Collateral�Text�
This� section� characterises� the� expression� of� temporal�

information� in�a� corpus� of� audio� description� scripts� with�
respect� to� three� tasks� we� consider� important� for� video�
indexing� with� collateral� text.� � First� though,� in� order� to�
extend� the� use� of� collateral� text� to� index� films� it� is�
necessary� to� explicate�how� a� linear� text� relates� to� a� film�
with�multi-faceted�content.��The�discussion�here�is�limited�
to� film� content� that� is� conveyed� visually,� and� hence�
accessible�through�audio�description�-�we�are�not�currently�
considering�dialogue�and�sound�effects.� �The� focus� is�on�
films� and� accompanying� audio� description� but� much� of�
what�is�discussed�could�be�relevant�to�other�kinds�of�video�
and�other�collateral�text�types.�

3.1.� Integrating�Moving�Images�and�Text�
In�order�to�integrate�audio�description�text�with�film�at�

a�semantic�level�it� is�necessary�to�deal�with�film�in�terms�
of�the�shots�and�scenes�by�which�it�is�structured.��It�is�also�
important�to�recognise�two�timelines:�(i)�film�time,�i.e.�the�
time�it�takes�to�watch�the�film;�and,�(ii)�story�time,�i.e.�the�
time� in� which� the� events� depicted� take� place.� � Figure� 1�
shows� how� a� film� (stored� as� a� video� data� file)� can� be�
modelled� in� terms� of� shots� which� are� defined� as�
continuous� pieces� of� filming,� and� scenes� which� are�
characterised� by� each� having� a� unique� combination� of�
location�and�time.��The�story�timeline�is�shown�in�parallel�
with�layers�of�events�taking�place.��Of�course�the�relative�
position� of� events� may� differ� between� the� two� timelines,�
e.g.� the� film� may� depict� events� in� a� different� order� than�
they�happen�in�the�story,�and�events�that�are�happening�at�
the�same�time�but�in�different�locations�will�be�depicted�in�
different� scenes.� � For� video� retrieval� purposes� it� is�
important� to� maintain� temporal� relationships� between�
events;� different� sub-sets� of� Allen’s� relationships� will� be�
required�for�different�applications.�

The�structure�of�film�provides�some�useful�constraints�
when�dealing�with�temporal�information.��It�is�reasonable�
to� assume� that� all� events� depicted� within� a� scene� take�
place�close�together�in�the�story�timeline,�and�are�likely�to�
form� larger� events� (information� about� scene� boundaries�
may� be� available� from� sources� like� film� scripts� and�
automatic�video�analysis).��When�considering�how�events�
are�depicted�at�the�shot�level�it� is�important�to�note�film-
making�techniques�that�are�used�to�convey�that�an�event�is�
taking�place,�or�has�taken�place,�without�showing�it� in�its�
entirety;� a� director� may� choose� to� portray� only� the� end�
result� of� an� event� and� allow� the� viewer� to� infer� that� the�
event�took�place.��

The�collateral�text�is�shown�as�a�series�of�time�points�
that� indicate� the� time� at� which� the� speaker� starts� the�
utterance� (assuming� a� temporally� aligned� collateral� text,�
like�an�audio�description).� �The� three� tasks�outlined�next�
relate� to� the� extraction� of� temporal� information� from�
collateral�text�to:�(i)�associate�an�utterance�with�the�video�
interval� for� which� it� is� true,� be� it� a� shot,� scene� or� some�
other�interval;�(ii)�specify�event-event�relationships�–�here�
we�only�consider�relationships�holding�within�a�scene�(in�
film�time);�(iii)�establish�the�time�at�which�scene�is�set�(in�
story�time).�

�
�
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Figure�1.��The�organisation�of�a�film’s�content�in�terms�of�shots�and�scenes�(which�relate�to�film�time)�and�the�events�that�
comprise�the�semantic�video�content�(which�relate�to�story�time).��Collateral�text�such�as�audio�description�is�temporally�

aligned�with�the�video�data�in�film�time.�

�

3.1.1.� Task� 1:� Associate� an� audio� description�
fragment� with� the� interval� in� film� time� for�
which�it�is�true.���

Given� a� time� coded� text� fragment� it� is� relatively�
straightforward� to� associate� it� approximately� with� the�
video�interval�for�which�it�is�true,�i.e.�the�interval�in�which�
the� event� it� refers� to� is� taking� place;� the� time-code� plus�
and� minus� an� arbitrary� number� of� seconds� works� as� a�
crude�approximation�of� start�and�end�times.� �However,� it�
is�desirable�to�be�more�precise�about�at�least�one�of:�start�
time,� end� time� or� duration.� � (A� greater� challenge,� not�
addressed� here,� is� to� ascertain� whether� the� event� is�
depicted� on-screen� throughout� the� duration).� � As� well� as�
events,� it� is� also� appropriate� to� deal� with� states� if� they�
change� significantly� during� the� movie,� e.g.� to� indicate�
scenes�in�which�a�character�is�a�child�or�grown-up.�

The� problem� can� be� gauged� to� some� extent� by�
considering� an� earlier� feasibility� study� for� indexing�
moving�images�with�audio�description�(Turner,�1998).��A�
small�sample�of�video�material�with�accompanying�audio�
description� was� analysed� (including� a� film� and� various�
kinds� of� television� programme).� � Results� showed� that�
overall�about�50%�of�shots�were�described�but�only�about�
40%�of�the�audio�description�referred�directly�to�the�shot�
on-screen�at�the�time�of�speaking.�

To�ascertain�appropriate�video�intervals�it�may�help�to�
consider� some� of� the� aspectual� features� of� events�
classified� by� Comrie� (1976).� � Whether� an� event� has�
internal� structure� (punctual� /� durative)� gives� some�
information� about� its� duration;� this� may� be� an� inherent�
characteristic� of� a� verb� but� may� be� modified�
grammatically,�e.g.�with�the�progressive.��Knowing�about�

an� event’s� end� result,� if� it� has� one� (telic� /� atelic),� gives�
information�about�its�completion�(and�in�audio�description�
may�be�all�that�is�referred�to).�

3.1.2.� Task�2:�Event-event�relationships�in�story�time�
(within�the�same�scene).���

Moving� images� can� depict� many� events� at� the� same�
time,�and�in�the�case�of�film�the�temporal�organisation�of�
events� and� relationships� such� as� event� /� sub-event� and�
causality� are� crucial� to� a� viewer’s� understanding.� � As�
discussed� previously� some� or� all� of� Allen’s� 13� temporal�
relationships� might� be� needed,� though� whether� they� can�
all�be�extracted�from�collateral�text�remains�to�be�seen.��In�
a�narrative�dialogue�by�default�events�are�mentioned�in�the�
order� in� which� they� occur� –� however,� events� may� occur�
simultaneously,� or� there� may� be� stylistic� reasons� to�
mention�them�out�of�order.�

Ascertaining�basic�temporal�relationships,�like�before�/�
after� /� overlapping,� may� be� possible� just� from� the�
collateral�text.��However,�to�construct�rich�representations�
of�composite�events�within�scenes�perhaps�relies�more�on�
prior� ‘world� knowledge’� than� it� does� on� information�
immediately� available� in� a� narrative� monologue� (cf.� the�
use� of� Schank’s� scripts� to� deal� with� semantic� video�
content);� the� problem� becomes� harder� still� when� event-
event�relationships�across�different�scenes�are�considered.��
A� lexical� resource,� like� WordNet,� might� help� as� a� first�
step�to�relate�events,�in�light�of�the�entailment�relations�for�
verbs� described� by� Fellbaum� (1998).� � When� considering�
temporal� inclusion� some� sets� of� verbs� are� co-extensive,�
e.g.� ‘march�and�walk’,� ‘whisper�and� talk’;�whereas�other�
share� a� relationship� of� proper� inclusion,� e.g.� ‘sleep� and�
snore’.� �Having�access�to�these�relationships�may�help�to�
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associate� descriptions� of� the� same� event� and� to� establish�
sub-event�relationships.� �Other�relationships�allow�events�
to� be� associated� according� to� backward� presupposition,�
e.g.�‘forget�and�know’,�and�on�the�basis�of�causality,�e.g.�
‘show�and�see’.�

3.1.3.� Task�3:�Establish� the� time�a�scene� takes�place�
(in�story�time).���

A� viewer’s� appreciation� of� a� film� requires� knowing�
when�it�is�set,�and�if�it�is�set�over�a�long�time�period�then�
the�time�of�each�scene�must�be�known�–�thus�information�
needs�to�be�extracted�to�give�each�scene�a�time.��Unless�a�
film�is�based�upon�true-life�events�then�it� is�normally�set�
within�a�time�period�without�specific�dates�being�implied.��
Similarly,� within� the� course� of� a� day� in� story� time� exact�
times�are� usually� less� important� than� whether� the� viewer�
knows� it� is� morning,� afternoon,� evening� or� night� (of�
course�exact�times�will�be�crucial�for�some�plots).��Unless�
otherwise� indicated� the� assumption� is� that� scenes� are�
ordered� sequentially� according� to� the� story� timeline,� but�
for�some�movies�the�use�of�flashback�will�have�to�be�dealt�
with.�

3.2.� Temporal�Information�in�Collateral�Text:�a�
case�study�with�audio�description�scripts�

The� intention� of� this� case� study� is� to� quantify� and�
exemplify�prominent�expressions�of�temporal�information�
in� audio� description� scripts:� the� analysis� is� organised�
around�the�three�tasks�for�video�indexing�described�in�the�
previous�section.��The�corpus�comprises�audio�description�
scripts� for�12�movies,�covering�a�range�of�movie�genres,�
and�written�by�six�different�describers.� �It�currently�totals�
70,856�words�–� this�will�be�expanded� to�around�500,000�
words�in�coming�months.�

When� carrying� out� the� analysis� we� considered� the�
variety�of�ways�temporal�information�can�be�expressed�in�
English� as� outlined� by� Quirk� et� al.� (1985),� i.e.� by� using�
tense,� aspect,� adverbials,� prepositional� phrases,�
subordinate� clauses,�nouns� and� proper�nouns.� � Of� course�
in� narrative� monologues� text� order� is� highly� informative�
about� the� order� in� which� events� take� place.� � Our�
‘conceptualisation� of� time’� is� guided� by� approaches� to�
video� data� modelling,� i.e.� the� association� of� event� and�
state�descriptions�with�video�intervals,�the�specification�of�
interval� relationships� following� Allen� (1983),� and� the�
organisation� of� complex� events� using� knowledge�
representation� schemes.� � Theoretical� perspectives� on�
events,� such� as� Comrie’s� classification� of� aspect� (1976)�
and� Fellbaum’s� entailment� relations� (1998)� were� also�
considered.�

Based� on� the� 50�most� frequent� verbs� in� the� corpus� it�
appears�that�the�majority�of�events�are�material�processes�
(84%),� with� some� mental� processes� (10%),� a� few�
relational�processes�(4%)�and�a�few�behavioural�processes�
(2%),�following�Halliday�(1994).�

3.2.1.� Information�to�Associate�Text�Fragments�with�
Video�Intervals���

The�present�tense�proliferates�in�the�audio�description�
corpus.��It�is�even�used�to�describe�events�that�are�about�to�
happen,�for�example�to�describe�speech�acts�which�cannot�
be�described�at�the�time�they�occur�–�the�doctor�questions�
Tom.� � The� occasional� use� of� the� present� perfect� is�

important�to�describe�events�after�they�happened�(possibly�
because�there�was�not�an�opportunity�to�describe�them�at�
the� time� they� occurred,� or� because� only� the� end� result� is�
depicted�on�screen)�–�the�cake�has�been�eaten.��Past�events�
are�also�sometimes� referred� to� in�relative�clauses�used� to�
identify� unnamed� characters� –� the� woman� who� visited�
Paul� is� walking� down� the� street.� � In� order� to� be� more�
precise�about�the�start,�end�or�durations�of�events�it�seems�
that� a� variety� of� aspectual� information� is� important,�
especially� aspectual� verbs� and� the� inherent� aspect� of�
verbs.�

In� the� audio� description� corpus� the� verbs� start,� stop,�
begin�and�finish�occur�relatively� far�more�frequently�than�
they� do� in� the� general� language� British� National� Corpus�
(BNC),� Table� 1� shows� just� 3rd� person� singular� forms.��
These� verbs� almost� always� appeared� in� the� present� tense�
to�refer�to�another�event�so�it�would�be�straightforward�to�
use�them�to�compute�their�arguments’�start�and�end�times.�

�
Verb� Abs.�Freq� Ratio�with�

BNC�
stops� 105� 65.79�
starts� 60� 25.13�
begins� 19� 4.67�
finishes� 3� 25.65�

Table�1:��Showing�prominent�aspectual�verbs�in�Surrey’s�
audio�description�corpus�(only�for�3rd�person�singular).��

The�third�column�is�calculated�by�dividing�relative�
frequency�in�the�audio�description�corpus�with�relative�

frequency�in�the�British�National�Corpus�(BNC)�
�
Regarding� the� duration� of� events� the� adverb� still� is�

frequently�used�with�durative�events�that�have�not�finished�
at� the� time� of� speaking� (85� occurrences� of� still� in� the�
corpus;�62�of�these�are�in�the�time�sense).��There�was�little�
sign� of� time� expressions� giving� information� about� exact�
durations� but� relatively� short� periods� were� frequently�
indicated� with� for� a� moment� (29� occurrences).� � Other�
frequent,� adverbs� like� slowly� (111� occurrences)� and�
quickly� (20)� might� make� a� small� contribution� to�
understanding�the�duration�of�an�event.�

The� grammatical� marking� of� progressive� aspect� does�
not�appear�to�be�significant�for�the�task�of�associating�text�
fragments�with�video�intervals.��In�a�narrative�monologue�
we�learn�nothing�about�the�duration�of�the�event�from�the�
distinction� between� ‘he� runs’� and� ‘he� is� running’;� the�
simple� present� and� the� progressive� are� used�
interchangeably� in� the� corpus.� � In� fact� it� is� probably� an�
event’s� inherent� aspect� that� is� most� important� to�
determine,� at� least� approximately,� its� duration� in� film�
time.� � In�general�language� this�will�be�problematic�given�
that� the� many� senses� of� common� verbs� often� have�
different� aspectual� characteristics,� however� in� specialist�
domains� it�may� be�possible� to�store�default�durations� for�
events,�like�dance�movements.�

3.2.2.� Information� to� Specify� Event-Event�
Relationships�in�Film�Time�

The� most� frequent� conjunction� to� indicate� events�
happening�at�the�same�time�in�the�audio�description�corpus�
was�as�(350�occurrences�in�the�time�sense)�–�the�children�
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play� as� the� crowd� moves� away;� sometimes� as�indicates�
more� of� a� connection� between� events� –�she�continues� to�
hide� as� the� monster� approaches.� � Used� only� to� indicate�
simultaneity� (without� implying� further� connection�
between� events)� while� occurred� 37� times.� � Both� these�
conjunctions� indicate� some� degree� of� overlap� between�
events�but�further�information�is�required�to�know�whether�
the� events� are� strictly� simultaneous,� whether� one� is�
included�within�the�other,�or�if�they�simply�overlap.��Non-
finite�verbs�with�sub-ordinate�clauses�tend�to�indicate�that�
the�second�event�is�included�in�the�first�–�Coughing,�Mary�
gives�the�medicine�to�Tom.��When�linking�events�and�was�
‘ambiguous’�as�to�whether�the�events�occurred�serially�or�
in�parallel.�

Occurring� only� in� its� time� sense,� then� (173�
occurrences)� was� still� relatively� more� frequent� in� the�
audio� description� corpus� than� the� BNC.� � Though� it� is�
redundant�as�far�as�indicating�sequence�is�concerned�(that�
is�already�conveyed� by� text�order)�it�does�seem� to� imply�
the� completion� of� the� first� event� before� the� start� of� the�
next� one� –� Sarah�chops� the� tomatoes� then� fries� an�egg.��
Furthermore�in�many�examples�it�suggests�that�the�events�
meet�in�time,�i.e.�the�endpoint�of�one�equals�the�start�of�the�
other.� � (This� kind� of� information� could� be� useful� in�
relation� to� our� Task� 1).� � The� less� frequent� when� (29�
occurrences)� and� until� (20)� were� used� respectively� to�
indicate� the� start� and� end� of� events� in� relation� to� other�
events�or�states,�often�suggesting�that�the�first�event�led�to�
the�second�–�she�walks� through� the�forest�until�she� finds�
the�house.�

Like�then,�now�(40�occurrences)�adds�little�or�nothing�
by� way� of� basic� temporal� information� in� these� narrative�
monologues,�however�it�does�seem�to�indicate�a�change�or�
contrast� between� two� events� across� a� passage� of� audio�
description�–�Jane�is�dancing�with�George�…�Now�she�is�
dancing� with� her� cousin.� Perhaps� surprisingly,� after� and�
before� occur� relatively� infrequently� in� the� corpus�
(compared� with� the� BNC)� and� when� they� are� used� they�
only� serve� to� emphasise� the� sequence� of� events� already�
conveyed�by�text�order,�i.e.�we�find�‘after�E1,�E2’�but�not�
‘E2�after�E1’,�and�‘E1�before�E2’�but�not�‘before�E2,�E1’.�

The� adverb� again� is� prominent� in� the� corpus� (141�
occurrences�–�2.5�times� relatively�more� often� than� in� the�
BNC).� � It� generally� indicates� that� an� event� is� happening�
for� a� second� time� within� a� scene� –� for� video� retrieval�
purposes�it�might�be�useful�to�relate�the�two�instances.�

3.2.3.� Information� to� Specify� When� Scenes� Take�
Place�in�Story�Time�

The� most� frequent� time� expressions� used� to� locate� a�
scene�on�the�story�timeline�relate�to�non-specific�times�of�
day:�night� (37� occurrences),�morning� (19),�evening� (11),�
dusk� (6),� dawn� (3).� � Less� frequent� were� expressions� for�
non-specific� times� of� year,� i.e.� months� (without� years),�
seasons�and� festival�days� (17� occurrences� in� total).� �This�
probably� reflects� the� fact� that� the� progression� of� time�
during�a�film�is�more�often�at�the�granularity�of�days.��The�
relative� paucity� of� specific� times� and� dates� (there� were�
only�a�few�examples)�is�explained�in�part�by�the�fact�that�
for�many�films�the�viewer�need�only�understand�a�general�
time� period.� � This� may� be� conveyed� by� costumes,� props�
and,�for�times�of�day,�lighting:�these�will�all�be�referred�to�
by�audio�description.�

Scenes�are�sometimes�introduced�with�one�of�the�time�
expressions� mentioned� above� –� indicating� a� change� of�
time� is� a� shortcut� to� indicate� a� new� scene.� � Quite� often�
later�(32�occurrences)�is�used�for�this�purpose�and�as�such�
may�be�a�useful�cue�for�scene�segmentation.�

4.� An�Annotation�Scheme�for�Temporal�
Information�in�Collateral�Text?�

Based�on�the�preceding�analysis�this�section�discusses�
some� tentative� requirements�of�an�annotation�scheme�for�
temporal� information� in� collateral� text:� such� a� scheme�
would� be� a� step� in� applying� information� extraction�
technology� to� the� task� of� video� indexing.� � The� extent� to�
which� existing� schemes� would� cater� for� these�
requirements� is� reviewed.� � A� number� of� factors� suggest�
that�some�extensions�to�existing�schemes�will�be�required:�
(i)�there�seems�to�be�a�need�to�maintain�two�timelines;�(ii)�
if�practical�in�terms�of�time�and�inter-annotator�agreement,�
it� would� be� desirable� to� record� aspectual� information�
regarding� the� internal� structure� of� events� and� end-states;�
(iii)�also�subject�to�practicality,�it� is�important�for�film�to�
specify�sub-event�and�causal�relationships.�

A�canonicalized�representation�of�times�was�proposed�
as� part� of� a� set� of� guidelines� for� annotating� temporal�
expressions�by�Mani�et�al.�(2001),�who�targeted�a�variety�
of�text�genres�such�as�both�print�and�broadcast�news,�and�
meeting� scheduling� dialogues.� � The� emphasis� of� their�
approach� was� on� detailing� different� classes� of� time�
expressions� like� points� in� time� (when),� durations� (how�
long)� and� frequencies� (how� often)� and�handling� context-
dependent�expressions.� � It�also�addressed� fuzzy� temporal�
boundaries�that�arise�from�the�use�of�phrases�that�refer�to�
times� of� year� and� times� of� the� day,� e.g.� summer� and�
morning,� and� addressed� non-specific� times,� such� as� � a�
sunny�day�in�April�(not�a�specific�day,�nor�a�specific�year).�

Of�the�time�expressions�dealt�with�it� is�points�in�time�
that�seem�to�apply�most�directly�in�our�scenario�in�order�to�
locate� events� (at� the� granularity� of� scenes)� on� the� story�
timeline� (our� Task� 3).� � Though� duration� and� frequency�
relate� to� the� kinds� of� aspectual� characteristics� that� we�
would� like� to� describe� for� events,� they� annotate� only�
words� and� phrases� that� express� this� information� directly;�
though� there� were� some� frequent� phrases� in� the� audio�
description�corpus�for�which�it�might�be�applicable�–�for�a�
moment.�

Another� scheme� that� has� been� proposed� is� more�
concerned� with� associating� temporal� information� with�
events,�and�annotating�the�temporal�relationships�between�
events� (Setzer� and� Gaizauskas,� 2000;� Setzer,� 2001);� this�
scheme�was�developed� initially� for�newswire� texts�but� is�
extensible.��Annotations�are�attached�to�the�heads�of�finite�
verb� groups� as� representatives� of� events,� as� well� as� to�
temporal�expressions.��It�is�possible�to�specify�the�type�of�
event�(Occurrence�/�Perception�/�Reporting�/�Aspectual)�as�
well�as�the�tense�and�grammatical�aspect�of�the�verb.��The�
annotations�have�attributes�to�specify�five�event-event�and�
event-time� relationships:� ‘before’,� ‘after’,� ‘includes’,�
‘included’�and�‘simultaneous’.�The�features�of�the�scheme�
that� have� been� summarised� here� are� exemplified� in�
Appendix�A�which�shows�the�annotation�of�9�utterances�of�
audio�description.���

The� annotation� of� event-event� relationships� within� a�
scene� (our� Task� 2)� would� be� dealt� with� quite�
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comprehensively� by� Setzer’s� and� Gaizauskas’� scheme:�
although� as� many� as� 13� temporal� relationships� (from�
Allen)� are� discussed� in� the� video� retrieval� literature� the�
five� used� in� this� scheme� would� probably� serve� most�
purposes.� �Being�able�to�annotate�aspectual�events,�i.e.�to�
indicate� the� start� and� end� time� of� occurrence� events,� is�
certainly� important� given� their� frequency� in� the� audio�
description� corpus� -� cf.� our� Task� 1.� � For� other� parts� of�
Task� 1� it� might� be� necessary� to� extend� the� scheme� to�
specify� the� start� and� end� of� events� when� there� is� no�
explicit� time� expression,� or� to� do� it� relative� to� the� time-
code� in� the� text;� a� further� minor� extension� would� be� to�
allow� for� the� annotation� of� states� as� well� as� events.� � It�
certainly� would� be� desirable� to� be� able� to� specify� causal�
and� sub-event� relationships� between� events� as� these� are�
crucial� to� the�narrative�structure�of�movies,�however� this�
would� depend� upon� annotators’� ability� to� apply� them�
consistently.���

5.� �Closing�Remarks�
Dealing�with�temporal�information�is�an�important�first�

step� towards� generating� machine-level� representations� of�
video�content�from�collateral�text,�especially�when�dealing�
with�a�complex�multimedia�artefact,� like� film,�and�richly�
informative� collateral� text,� like� audio� description.� � This�
work�is�in�its�early�stages�but�the�three�tasks�outlined�here�
begin� to� give� us� a� handle� on� some� of� the� challenges�
involved� in� integrating� moving� images� and� narrative�
monologues.� � The� corpus� analysis� showed� an� extensive�
range�of�temporal�information�that�needs�to�be�dealt�with�
in�respect�to�these�tasks.� �Progress�will�be�made�by�more�
extensive� application� of� existing� annotation� schemes�
leading�to�decisions�about�exactly�what�is�required�by�way�
of� extensions.� � Such� decisions� need� to� be� informed� by�
considerations� of� any� new� scheme’s� practicality� (is� it�
simple�enough�to�be�applied�consistently�and�quickly)�and�
the�extent�to�which�it�captures�important�information�(the�
criteria� for� which� will� vary� between� video� applications�
and�users).��The�final�test�would�perhaps�be�a�comparison�
of�video�retrieval�using:�(i)�unannotated�audio�description�
(i.e.� relying� on� time� codes� and� text� order� alone);� (ii)�
annotated�audio� description� (with�no� further�processing);�
and,� (iii)� machine-based� representations� generated� from�
annotated�audio�description.�
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Appendix�A�

Annotation�of�an�audio�description�script�
following�Setzer’s�scheme�

�
The�following�passage�of�audio�description�(from�The�

English�Patient)�has�been�annotated�following�the�scheme�
and�guidelines�given�by� Setzer� (2001).� �The�sample�here�
exemplifies� how:� (i)� tense� and� aspect� features� can� be�
associated� with� an� event’s� verb;� (ii)�how� the� class� of� an�
event�can�be�noted;��(iii)�how�relationships�between�events�
can�be�specified.� �The�sequence�of�events�inherent�in�the�
text� order� has� not� been� annotated,� though� it� could� have�
been� –� only� exceptions� to� the� ‘default’� have� been�
annotated,� e.g.� simultaneous� events,� and� events� that� are�
mentioned�in�a�different�order�to�which�they�occur.�
�
[11.43]�Hanna�<event�eid=1�tense=present�
class=occurrence>�passes�</event>�Jan�some�banknotes.��
[11.55]�<event�eid=2�tense=present�class=occurrence�
aspect=progressive�relatedToEvent=3�
eventRelType=includes>�Laughing�</event>,�Jan�<event�
eid=3�tense=present�class=occurrence�relatedToEvent=4�
eventRelType=simultaneous�signalID=1>�falls�</event>��
back�into�her�seat�<signal�sid=1>�as�</signal>�the�jeep�
<event�eid=4�tense=present�class=occurrence>�overtakes�
</event>��the�line�of�the�lorries.��
[12.01]�An�<event�eid=5�tense=present�class=occurrence�
relatedToEvent=6�eventRelType=after>�explosion�
</event>�on�the�road�ahead.��
[12.08]�The�jeep�has�<event�eid=6�tense=present�
class=occurrence�aspect=perfective�>�hit�</event>�a�mine.��
[12.09]�Hanna�<event�eid=7�tense=present�
class=occurrence>�jumps�</event>�from�the�lorry.��
[12.20]�Desperately�she�<event�eid=8�tense=present�
class=occurrence>�runs�</event>�towards�the�mangled�
jeep.��
[12.27]�Soldiers�<event�eid=9�tense=present�
class=occurrence>�try�</event>�to�stop�her.��
[12.31]�She�<event�eid=10�tense=present�
class=occurrence>�struggles�</event>�with�the�soldier�
who�<event�eid=11�tense=present�class=occurrence>�
grabs�</event>�hold�of�her�firmly.��
[12.35]�He�<event�eid=12�tense=present�
class=occurrence>�lifts�</event>�her�bodily�from�the�
ground�<event�eid=13�tense=present�class=occurrence�
aspect=progressive�relatedToEvent=12�
eventRelType=simultaneous>�holding�</event>�her�tightly�
in�his�arms.��
�
�
��

�
�
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Abstract
Many natural language processing applications, such as information extraction, question answering, topic detection and tracking, and
multi-document summarisation, would benefit significantly from the ability to accurately position reported events in time, either relatively
with respect to other events or absolutely with respect to calendrical time. However, only recently has concerted work started on the
automatic extraction of temporal information from text. The overall aim of our work is to automatically establish the temporal relations
holding between events as well as between events and calendrical times in newspaper articles. This information makes it possible
to create a ‘time-event graph’ to represent the temporal information contained in a text, and would in turn support the applications
mentioned above. In this paper we first argue for the superiority of the time-event graph over a time-stamped event sequence as a target
representation for extracted temporal information and discuss the importance of annotating temporal relations. We then give a brief
account of the annotation scheme we have devised which allows us to annotate relational information as well as temporal referring
expressions. We also discuss a pilot study in which we assessed the utility and feasibility of the scheme and the annotation tool we have
developed to aid the annotation process. Finally, we discuss potential improvements in the annotation tool which are aimed at making
the annotation of larger scale corpora possible.

1. Introduction
Many natural language processing applications, such as

information extraction, question answering, topic detection
and tracking, and multi-document summarisation, would
benefit significantly from the ability to accurately position
reported events in time, either relatively with respect to
other events or absolutely with respect to calendrical time.
However, only recently has concerted work been started on
the automatic extraction of temporal information from text.

In addressing the goal of extracting temporal informa-
tion from text, it is necessary to:

1. specify the target temporal representation which we
wish to obtain for a text;

2. identify ancillary information which we may want to
extract because of its utility in arriving at the target
temporal representation (by analogy with, e.g. part-
of-speech tagging or parsing as intermediate goals to-
wards semantic interpretation).

For example, one candidate for target representation is
an association of a calendrical time point or interval with
each event in a text, i.e. a list of pairs of calendrical times
and events. Arriving at this representation might require ex-
tracting additional information, such as temporal relational
information, about events. For example, assigning “before
1984” to an event � might only be possible by recognis-
ing that event � occurs in 1984 and that � occurs before
� . Thus, the capability to determine temporal relations be-
tween events might be a useful component capability in a
temporal information extraction system, even if the infor-
mation identified by such a component is not directly in-
cluded in the target representation.

Our view is that target representation should be a time-
event graph where the nodes in the graph are either times

or events and the arcs are temporal relations. This is some-
what different from the “time-stamping” representation in-
troduced in the preceding paragraph and one of our major
goals in this paper is to argue that it is a superior represen-
tation.

With respect to ancillary temporal information to be ex-
tracted, our view is that time-referring expressions, event
representatives, and temporal relations as signalled by, e.g.
prepositions and temporal adverbials, all convey important
temporal information and should be extracted. This infor-
mation is necessary to derive a time-event graph for a text;
but of course it is useful for creating a time-stamp represen-
tation as well – arguably both necessary and sufficient.

In this paper, we first give an overview over existing ap-
proaches to temporal annotation and information extraction
in Section 2. Then in Section 3. we discuss the importance
of a target representation that captures temporal relations
and describe the annotation scheme we have developed to
do so. Section 4. presents some results of a pilot study
we have conducted based on the scheme. Further improve-
ments to the process of annotation, to support the creation
of larger annotated resources, are discussed in section 5.

2. Overview of Existing Approaches
Existing approaches to capturing temporal information

in text can be divided broadly into the following three
groups: (1) approaches that concentrate on an accurate
and detailed annotation of temporal referring expressions,
(2) time-stamping approaches that aim to associate a cal-
endrical time with some or all events in the text, and (3)
approaches that focus on the temporal relations between
events and times, between events and events or both. We
give a brief overview of existing work on each approach in
this section.
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2.1. Annotating Temporal Referring Expressions

The most extensive work on annotating temporal refer-
ring expressions so far has been done as part of the MUC
language technology evaluations or the subsequent TIDES1

and ACE 2 programmes.

2.1.1. MUC Named Entity Task
Between 1987 and 1998 the DARPA-sponsored Mes-

sage Understanding Conferences (MUCs) developed a
quantitative evaluation regime for message understanding
(MU) systems, now generally called information extraction
(IE) systems. The last MUC, MUC-7, was held in 1998,
but related work continues within the ACE workshops. For
more information about the message understanding confer-
ences see MUC (1998).

While MUC evaluations typically defined several eval-
uation tasks, the relevant task here is the named entity (NE)
recognition task, introduced in MUC-5. The NE task re-
quired the recognition and classification of specified named
entities such as persons, locations, organisations, monetary
amounts and, most importantly in the current context, time
expressions (timex). The aim of the timex task was to mark
up time expressions in text using SGML tags and to clas-
sify these expressions using a TYPE attribute. Type DATE

referred to complete or partial date expressions and type
TIME referred to complete or partial expressions of time of
day. Both absolute and relative time expressions had to be
marked up, although these two types were not distinguished
in the annotation.

In the MUC-7 evaluation, the best systems were able to
obtain F-measure scores approaching 94% on this task.

2.1.2. An Annotation Scheme for Temporal
Expressions

Wilson et al. (2001) describe a set of guidelines3 be-
ing developed within the TIDES programme for annotating
time expressions and associating with them a canonical rep-
resentation of the times to which they refer. A method for
extracting such time expressions from multiple languages
is also introduced. The main novel features as compared to
the MUC temporal annotation task are:

1. In MUC the task called merely for surface time expres-
sions to be annotated and crudely classified, whereas
the Wilson et al. (2001) guidelines also call for each
expression to be evaluated, i.e., to have associated
with it a normalised representation of the time referred
to.

2. The range of expressions flagged is much wider.

3. Context-dependent time expressions like today are
handled in addition to fully specified time expressions
like September 3rd, 1997. Context can be local (within
the same sentence) or global (outside the sentence).
Indexical time expressions, that require knowledge
about the time of speech, like now are also included.
A corpus study (Wilson and Mani, 2000) showed that

1See http://www.darpa.mil/ipto/research/tides/.
2See http://www.itl.nist.gov/iaui/894.01/tests/ace/.
3The full set of guidelines are available as Ferro et al. (2000)

two-thirds of time expressions in print and broadcast
news are context dependent, so this feature is signifi-
cant.

Wilson et al. (2001) have developed a tagger to do time
expression tagging as described in the TIDES guidelines,
and report F-measure scores of 96.2% on expression iden-
tification and 83.2% on evaluating these expressions.

2.2. Time-Stamping of Events

Annotating temporal referring expressions is only a first
step towards extracting rich temporal information from text.
The approaches introduced in this section aim at ‘stamping’
some or all events in a text with a calendar time – possibly
the time value of an associated temporal referring expres-
sion.

2.2.1. MUC-5 and MUC-7 Time Slots
In addition to the Named Entity time expression tagging

task, MUC-5 and MUC-7 also required relations between
times and events to be established as part of the scenario
template task. Participants were required to assign a cal-
endrical time to certain specified event types (joint venture
announcements and rocket launchings, respectively).

Scenario template filling requires the identification of
specific relations holding between template elements. For
example, the MUC-7 scenario template filling task con-
cerned rocket launch events. The scenario template con-
tains information about vehicles, pay load, launch site,
mission function etc. It also contained a slot called
LAUNCH DATE, which was to be filled with a link to a time
entity which in turn contained slots for a normalised repre-
sentation of the start and end times of the temporal interval
containing the launch event, if the interval could be deter-
mined from the text.

Temporal relations between events and other events
were not explicitly addressed, though insofar as they were
necessary to infer correct slot fills, systems needed to take
them into account. Scores were quite low on this slot re-
flecting the difficulty of correctly assigning to it.

2.2.2. Assigning Time-Stamps to Event Clauses
In the MUC task, times were only to be determined for

the events of interest, the scenario events. A more ambi-
tious goal is to attempt to associate calendrical times or time
intervals with every event in a text.

Filatova and Hovy (2001) describe a method for break-
ing news stories into their constituent events and assigning
time-stamps to them. The time-stamps assigned are either
full specified calendrical dates, sets of dates, closed date
ranges (both end points specified), or date ranges open at
one end or the other, indicating some time before or after
the specified date.

The syntactic units conveying events are assumed to be
simple clauses and they are identified using a parser which
produces semantically labelled syntactic parse trees. Some
problems are ignored in this approach, for example multiple
verbs with different tenses in one sentence.

The time-stamper uses two time-points for anchoring.
One time-point is the time of the article (at the moment
only the date is used and the time of day is not taken into
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account) and the other time-point is the last time-point as-
signed within the same sentence. The procedure of time-
stamping is as follows:

1. The text is divided into event clauses

2. All date phrases in the text are extracted

3. A date is assigned to each event clause based on either

(a) the most recent date phrase in the same sentence,
or

(b) if this is not defined, then the date of the article.

In assigning dates various time assignment rules are
used. When a date phrase is present in the sentence these
rules both take into account nearby prepositions, such on,
after, before, and carry out fuller specification. For exam-
ple if the date phrase is simply a day of the week, then the
article date is also used to derive a date-stamp that is fully
specified with respect to year and position within the year.
If no date phrase is present in the sentence then tense infor-
mation is used to assign a time interval relative to the date
of the article.

After all events have been stamped with a time, the
event clauses are arranged in chronological order. The au-
thors report scores of 77.85% correct time-stamp assign-
ment to event clauses which have been manually (i.e. cor-
rectly) extracted from sample texts of a small trial corpus.

2.2.3. Temporal Semantic Tagging of Newswire Texts
The ultimate goal for Schilder and Habel (2001), as for

ourselves, is to establish the temporal relations between all
events in news articles.

In Schilder and Habel’s approach temporal expressions
are classified into time-denoting expressions that refer to
a calendar or clock time and event-denoting expressions
which refer to events. They view their goal as anchoring
these temporal expression on the absolute time-line, so as
to produce a linearly ordered anchored set of temporal enti-
ties; hence a time-stamp representation appears to be their
target representation. For time-denoting expressions this
may mean resolving indexicals (now, yesterday) or flesh-
ing out expressions like Thursday to fully specified calen-
dar dates. For event-denoting expressions a calendar time
which is the time of the event must be associated with the
event, possibly by extracting temporal relations which are
signalled by prepositional phrases like on Friday. The set of
temporal relations proposed is before, after, incl, at, starts,
finishes and excl (equivalent to Allen (1983)’s relations).

They have developed a semantic tagging system for
temporal expressions in newswire articles. The main part
of their system is a Finite State Transducer (FST) based on
handwritten rules. Their target language is German. The
FST tags all time-denoting expressions, all verbs and an
experimental version tags event-signalling nominal expres-
sions. A semantic representation is then proposed, based
on which inferences are drawn, especially about temporal
relations. In its current state, the FST establishes temporal
relations between times and events. The tagger was evalu-
ated with respect to a small corpus ( ��� news articles) and
an overall precision rate of �	��
 ���� was achieved.

2.3. Annotating Temporal Relations

The work described in the preceding section aims at as-
sociating a calendar time with some or all events reported
in a text, but none of these approaches view the identifica-
tion of temporal relations as a explicit goal in its own right.
These temporal relations are clearly of importance, even for
time-stamping approaches. The work described in this sec-
tion, as well as the approach we develop in the next section,
address temporal relations directly.

2.3.1. Annotation of Intrasentential Temporal
Information

Katz and Arosio (2001) aim to create a large multi-
lingual corpus, in which intrasentential temporal relations
are tagged in addition to standard morphological and syn-
tactic features. To aid this, they have developed a language-
neutral and theory-neutral method for annotating sentence
internal temporal relations. With this corpus, Katz and Aro-
sio (2001) hope to be able to automatically acquire the lex-
ical knowledge required for determining temporal interpre-
tation in narrative discourse.

A temporal interval is associated with each verb in the
sentence; it is the temporal relations between these inter-
vals that are of concern. The temporal interpretation should
be closely linked to the syntactic context (which is of im-
portance since it is not known beforehand to what degree
the cues used by the speaker are lexical and to what degree
they are grammatical). This linking is needed to keep track
of both the semantic relations among times as well as the
syntactic relations among the words in the sentences that
refer to these times.

The authors add a layer of semantic annotation to al-
ready syntactically annotated text. The verbs in the sen-
tence are linked via secondary edges labelled with a tem-
poral relation. Precedence and inclusion and their duals are
the possible relations. Indexical information is included by
introducing the symbol � for the speech time, which is au-
tomatically prefaced to all sentences prior to annotation.

A searchable multi-language annotated treebank has
been created where each sentence is stored in a relational
database with both syntactic and temporal annotations.
This makes is possible to query the corpus (“Find the sen-
tences containing a relative clause which is interpreted as
temporally overlapping the main clause” (Katz and Arosio,
2001)).

This work is valuable, especially for linguists inter-
ested in the studying, cross-lingually, the complex inter-
relationship of lexical and syntactic mechanisms used to
convey temporal relations between events in the same sen-
tence. However, if one’s goal is extraction of the full tem-
poral content of a text, it is limited in only considering in-
trasentential temporal relations.

3. Annotating Temporal Information in Text

From the preceding overview of existing work on tem-
poral information extraction it is clear that the bulk of work
so far has gone into the identification of temporal referring
expressions and the assignment of time-stamps to events.
Only Katz and Arosio (2001) focus directly on the prob-
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lem of identifying temporal relations between events, and
in their case only between events in the same sentence.

In this section we start by arguing that a time-event
graph, in which not all events are necessarily directly an-
chored on a time-line, is a superior target representation for
a text to a time stamped representation. We then present
the conceptual underpinning for the approach we advocate
for annotating temporal information in text, followed by the
details of the annotation scheme itself.

3.1. Why Annotate Temporal Relations?

Recall that a time-event graph is a graph in which the
nodes are either times or events and the arcs are temporal
relations. There are two principal arguments for preferring
a time-graph representation to a time-stamp representation.

First, in many cases texts position events in time only
by relation to other events and any attempt to coerce these
events onto a time-line must either lose information, invent
information, or rely on a notion of an underspecified time
point constrained by temporal relations (i.e. introduce a
representation of temporal relations by the back door).

Consider this example:

After the plane crashed, a search was
started. Afterwards the coast guard reported
finding debris.

and assume that an earlier sentence specifies the calendrical
time of the plane crash.

An approach attempting to map the information pre-
sented in this example onto a time-line is faced with the
situation depicted in Figure 1.

plane crash finding debrissearch

Date of article
?? ? ?

?

?

TIME

Figure 1: A Time-line Representation

While the crash event can be placed on the time-line
the other two events cannot. Either time points must be
guessed, or an interval be assigned. The first option is
clearly not satisfactory. But if an interval is assigned the
only possible interval, for both the searching and finding
events is the interval from the crash till the date of the arti-
cle. But if this is assigned to both events then the informa-
tion about their ordering with respect to each other is lost.

A simpler representation which while not attempting to
be as specific actually carries more information is shown in
Figure 2.

This representation preserves the information that the
searching event precedes the finding event, without forcing
any early commitment to points on a time-line.

The second argument for preferring a time-event graph
representation that captures event-event temporal relations
as well as time-event relations is that to position events on
a time-line accurately requires the extraction of event-event
relational information. In the example, the placing of the

plane crash search finding debris

article
date oftime of

crash

before before

at before

Figure 2: A Time-Event Graph Representation

searching and finding events in the interval between the
plane crash and the date of the article requires the recog-
nition that these events occurred after the crash as signalled
by the words “after” and “afterwards”. Without identifying
the relations conveyed by these words the searching and
finding events could only be positioned before the time of
the article, and not following the plane crash. Thus, even if
a time-stamp representation is viewed as the best target rep-
resentation, achieving it requires the extraction of temporal
relational information. In this case adopting a time-event
graph as an intermediate representation is still a good idea,
which begs the question of why it should not simply be
taken as the final target representation.

3.2. Conceptualising Time

Before we describe the annotation scheme we have de-
veloped, we will very briefly explain what kind of tempo-
ral entities and relations we suppose exist. We presume
the world contains the following primitives: events, states,
times, temporal relations and event identity. Each primitive
is described briefly below.

Events Intuitively an event is something that happens,
something that one can imagine putting on a time map.
Events can be ongoing or conceptually instantaneous, we
do not distinguish between these. What defines an event is
very much dependent on the application and domain, but
generally events have to be anchorable on a time-line and
they are usually conveyed in language by finite verbs or by
nominalisations. Examples of events are:

A small single-engine plane crashed into the At-
lantic Ocean.

The 1996 crash of the TWA 747 remains unex-
plained.

Times Like events, times can be viewed as having extent
(intervals) or as being punctual (points). Rather than trying
to reduce one perspective to the other, the focus of much of
the philosophical debate on time, we shall simply treat both
as time objects. A time object must, however, be capable of
being placed on a time-line (fictional or real).

Following general convention, and the approach taken
in MUC, we distinguish between two classes of time ob-
jects, DATES and TIMES, time objects which are larger or
smaller than a day, respectively.

States A state is a relation between entities or the holding
of an attribute of an entity which, while capable of change,
is ongoing over a time span, usually longer than the time
span covered by the text of interest. Examples are:

The plane, which can carry four people, ...
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The water is about 125 feet deep in that area.

Typically, a change of state constitutes an event. At this
point we are less interested in states, and we have not taken
them into account in our annotation scheme.

Temporal Relations Events stand in certain temporal re-
lations to other events and to times. Times are temporally
related to other times as well, but this phenomenon is not
only very rarely explicitly expressed in text, it is also of
lesser importance and is not taken into account here.

The plane crashed after the pilot and his crew
ejected.

A small single engine plane crashed into the At-
lantic Ocean on Wednesday.

The full set of temporal relations we suppose at present
is
�

included, includes, after, before, simultaneous � . This
is a minimal set, which was defined after analysing a num-
ber of newspaper articles, and can easily be expanded.

3.3. The Annotation Scheme

Given this conceptual framework, we can describe the
annotation scheme we have defined. For more details see
Setzer and Gaizauskas (2000).

Annotating Events Events are marked by annotating a
representative in the clause conveying the event. The first
choice for a representative is the head of the finite verb
group. If a nominalisation conveys the event, then the head
of the nominalisation serves as the representative. In the
rare case of an event being conveyed by a non-finite clause,
the non-finite verb is marked as the representative.

An events carries attributes for some or all of the fol-
lowing properties: unique event ID, event class, verb tense,
verb aspect, other event to which it is related and tempo-
ral relation by which it is related, time object to which it
is related and temporal relation by which it is related, the
word(s) by which the temporal relation is signalled, and the
ID of events it might have as an argument. For example,
ignoring temporal relations for the moment:

A small single-engine plane� event eid=16 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past �
crashed� /event �

into the Atlantic Ocean about eight miles off New
Jersey

Annotating Times We distinguish between simple and
complex time referring expressions. Simple time referring
expressions refer to times directly, as in example (1). Com-
plex time referring expressions, as in (2), refer to a point in
time by relating (after) an interval (17 seconds) to an event
(hearing the sound). The point in time referred to is the
point at the end of the interval.

(1) last Thursday

(2) 17 seconds after hearing the sound ...

For simple time referring expressions we annotate the
whole text span conveying the time-object:

� timex tid=5 type=DATE calDate=12041997 �
last Thursday � /timex �

Each time referring expression has a unique ID, an at-
tribute flagging whether it is a time or a date, and an at-
tribute carrying the calendar date the expression refers to.

Complex time referring expressions, like the one in ex-
ample (2), include a time interval (17 seconds), a preposi-
tion (after) and an event (hearing the sound) or time. The
way these are annotated is similar to the way events are
annotated. The interval is chosen as the representative for
the time referring expression and related to the event ex-
pression via the temporal relation, usually signalled by the
preposition.

� timex tid=5 type=complex eid=3 signalID=7
relType=after � 17 seconds � /timex �� signal sid=7 � after � signal �� event eid=3 � hearing � /event � the sound...

Annotating Temporal Relations Events and times can
be related to other events or times. If two events are related
then one of the events carries the ID of the other as well as
the temporal relation in which they stand to each other. If
an event is related to a time then the event carries the ID
of the time object and the temporal relation. In either case,
if the relation is signalled explicitly in the text, then the ID
of this signal is an attribute as well, as the following two
examples illustrate.

All 75 people on board the Aeroflot Airbus� event eid=4 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past
relatedToEvent=5 eventRelType=simultaneous
signal=7 �

died � /event �� tr signal sid=7 � when � /tr signal �
it� event eid=5 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past �

ploughed � /event �
into a Siberian mountain.

A small single-engine plane� event eid=9 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past
relatedToTime=5 timeRelType=included
signal=9 �

crashed � /event �
into the Atlantic Ocean about eight miles off
New Jersey� tr signal sid=9 � on � /tr signal �� timex tid=5 � Wednesday � /timex � .

If the temporal relation is implicitly expressed, then the
only difference is that the attribute for the signal is simply
left out.

One problem with this annotation scheme is that it is
not possible to relate one event to two or more other events
or times, though by and large we have not found this to be
a problem in annotating real text. This problem has been
addressed by the TERQAS4 workshop, which is working
towards defining a general time markup language and has
adopted many aspects of the current annotation scheme.

4See http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/ jamesp/arda/time/.
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The solution proposed there is to introduce independent
SGML LINK entities, which consume no text, to serve
as relational objects tying events and times together. One
event can then participate in as many links as is necessary.

4. The Pilot Study
To study the feasibility of the annotation scheme and to

gain insight into the linguistic mechanisms conveying tem-
poral information in text, we have applied the annotation
scheme to a small trial corpus.

4.1. The Corpus

The trial corpus consists of 6 newswire articles taken
from the New York Times, 1996, which were part of the
MUC7 (MUC, 1998) training data. Basic statistics about
the corpus are presented in table 1.

sentences words number of
annotators

text1 26 448 3
text2 18 333 2
text3 13 269 3
text4 13 213 2
text5 10 211 3
text6 13 399 3

total 93 1873 3

Table 1: The corpus

Each text was annotated by either two or three annota-
tors, in addition to one of the authors, who produced what
in the following is taken to be the ‘gold standard’ or ‘key’
annotation.

4.2. The Process of Annotation

The annotation takes place in two stages, both of which
are described briefly in this section. To aid the annotator
with her or his task, we have developed an annotation tool
which not only allows the annotation of the information re-
quired by the scheme but which also interactively supports
the annotator during the second phase, where additional
temporal relations are established.

Stage I During Stage I, all event and time expressions are
annotated as well as all signal expressions. Afterwards,
those temporal relations that are explicitly expressed, e.g.
by temporal prepositional phrases or subordinate clauses,
and hold between events or events and times are established
and stored as event attributes. Some implicitly expressed
temporal relations are also established during this stage, for
example, when events are clearly positioned in time but the
signal expression has been omitted, as in The army said Fri-
day [...]. In addition, ing-clauses without a subject can also
be used to implicitly express a temporal relation between
two events and are annotated during this stage.

Stage II The annotation scheme we have developed is
aimed at establishing as many temporal relations in the text
as possible. To relieve the burden on the annotator, and
to increase the number of temporal relations annotated, we

introduced stage II, which is cyclical in nature. Based on
the information available, which in the beginning consists
of the events, times and the temporal relations annotated
in stage I, all inferences possible are drawn, according to
an axiomatisation of the temporal relations included, in-
cludes, after, before, simultaneous. This is conducted auto-
matically by the annotation tool which computes the deduc-
tive closure over these temporal relations. If the temporal
relation between any pair of events or events and times is
still unknown, the annotator is prompted for one of these 5

and, again, all possible inferences are automatically drawn.
The process continues until every event-event and event-
time pair in the text has been related.

4.3. The Results
In this section, we briefly describe the distribution of

temporal phenomena over the trial corpus, as far as this is
relevant to the issues discussed in this paper. Note that al-
though this is a trial corpus, the results are indicative. We
will not talk here about recall and precision values of the
individual annotators with respect to the gold standard here
– see section 5. For more information about the pilot study
and its outcome see Setzer (2001).

Table 2 shows the number of event expressions, time
expressions, and the number of event-event relations anno-
tated in each text of the corpus in Stage I of the annotation
process – i.e. these are the temporal relations that are ex-
plicitly expressed in the texts.

# # # # #
sen- words event event- event-

tences expr. event time
relations relations

text1 26 448 40 10 12
text2 18 333 30 10 5
text3 13 269 19 7 3
text4 13 213 27 5 0
text5 10 211 16 1 4
text6 13 399 26 13 5

total 93 1873 158 46 30

Table 2: Number of event expressions and explicit temporal
relations per text

Table 3 shows for each text the number of event and
time expressions in the text, the number of explicit tempo-
ral relations annotated in Stage I, the number of relations
inferred from these without any further input from the an-
notator, the number of relations solicited from the annotator
(i.e. the implicit temporal relations), and the number of in-
ferred temporal relations overall.

4.4. Discussion
In Section 3.1. we criticised the time-stamped event se-

quence as a target representation on two grounds:

1. Forcing events to be placed on a time-line may re-
sult in the loss of event-event ordering information,

5Note that unknown is a possible value for a temporal relation
here.57



event annotated inferred soli- total
+ time ev.-ev. relations cited inferred

expr. and based on rel. relations
ev.-time annotated
relations relations

text1 32 + 11 10 + 12 222 124 1005
text2 26 + 5 10 + 5 122 93 380
text3 17 + 3 7 + 3 21 49 141
text4 18 + 0 5 + 0 8 45 120
text5 10 + 4 1 + 4 13 18 110
text6 24 + 5 13 + 5 107 52 514

total 127 + 28 46 + 29 493 381 2270

Table 3: Annotated, solicited, and inferred temporal rela-
tions

since the time-stamps assigned to distinct events may
be identical even though we know the events occurred
at separate times and know their order.

2. Event-event relational information must be extracted
in order to position events on a time-line. Given this,
why not choose a target representation that includes
this richer information.

While both of these observations are true in general,
ideally we would like to substantiate them empirically and
quantitatively with respect to the trial corpus. Unfortu-
nately we have not as yet been able to carry out the analysis
for the whole corpus. However, we have chosen one text
from the corpus (text6) and investigated it in detail.

To corroborate the first point above, we read text6 and,
assuming perfect knowledge of the temporal information
contained, then represented this information on a time-line,
associating an interval with each event. In other words,
without worrying about how the temporal information is
extracted we time-stamped each event, where each time-
stamp contains a start and end time expressed as calendar
dates or, for at most one of the times, a symbol indicating
the time is unknown.

For example, the sentences A senior investigator looked
at the wreckage Tuesday and Flight 800 exploded midair 20
days before Tuesday and then plunged into the ocean6 can
be represented on a time-line as shown in Figure 3.

20th day
before Tuesday

Tuesday

exploded

plunged looked

Figure 3: Example of a time-line Representation

Note that the events exploded and plunged have to be
associated with the interval which encompasses the � � th

6The sentences have been slightly altered to make them more
comprehensible out of context, but the temporal information they
convey is the same as in the original text.

day before Tuesday. We have lost the information that the
plane plunged into the ocean after the explosion. This in-
formation can be easily represented in a time-event graph,
as shown in figure 4.

exploded plunged looked

Tuesdaybefore Tuesday
20th day

during during during

before before

Figure 4: Example of a time-event graph Representation

Overall, � event-event relations that were explicitly
mentioned in the text were lost in the time-line represen-
tation. While we have not performed the detailed analysis
to let us say how many of the 514 inferred temporal rela-
tions in text6 are dependent on these 7 relations, it seems
fair to assume that a significant number are.

To corroborate the second point we investigated how
many of the 107 relations inferred for text6 from the explic-
itly annotated event-event and event-time relations resulted
in new event-time relations involving events for which no
event-time relation existed already. This corresponds to the
intuitive notion of how many events are placeable on the
time-line solely due to event-event relational information.
For text6 we discovered that 20 of the 107 new relations
were time-event relations for events for which no previous
time-event relation existed. These 20 relations mentioned
4 distinct events (i.e. these 20 relations involved relating 4
events to different times, perhaps redundantly, but also po-
tentially defining separate start and end points for intervals
associated with them). Thus, 4 of the 24 events in text6 can
be placed on a time-line using event-event relational infor-
mation which is explicitly present in the text – positional
information that otherwise would either be lost or require
knowledge of implicit relations to extract.

Finally, we can make the general observation of the trial
corpus that from � � � event-event relations plus � � event-
time relations, a total of �	� ��� additional temporal relations
has been inferred. Even though we do not have the ex-
act figure of how many of these inferred temporal relations
are based on annotated event-event relations, it seems likely
that the event-event relations contribute significantly to the
number of relations inferred. We base this observation on
the fact that there are nearly twice as many event-event re-
lations as event-time relations annotated, and that subse-
quent inferences in the deductive closure calculation build
on these initial relations. This observation adds weight to
our claim that annotating event-event relations is important
for temporal information extraction.

5. Improvements to the Annotation Process
The pilot study has shown that the interannotator agree-

ment and the recall and precision figures need to be im-
proved and that the burden on the annotator needs to be
lessened, before the annotation scheme can be used to cre-
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ate a larger corpus. Larger corpora will be necessary to train
and evaluate temporal information extraction systems.

In Setzer and Gaizauskas (2001) we identified five main
causes of low annotator precision and recall scores (with
respect to the gold standard): imprecision/incompleteness
of the guidelines; imperfect annotator understanding of the
task; intrinsic difficulty of identifying the appropriate tem-
poral relation in some cases; annotator fatigue; and anno-
tator carelessness. In this section we do not address all of
these problems, but focus on a number of proposals to en-
hance the annotation process, thereby lightening the load on
annotators and increasing the accuracy of the annotations.

Pre-tagging An automatic first annotation pass could be
used to reduce the amount of manual annotation and to raise
recall. A part-of-speech tagger or word group parser, could
be used to mark up finite verbs and signals and a time ex-
pression tagger such as Wilson et al. (2001)’s could be used
to tag time referring expressions. Using the corpus as an
indication, we know that a large percentage of the finite
verbs will indicate events and the annotator can easily add
attribute information to those or delete the mark up of mis-
takenly flagged verbs which do not indicate events. The
high accuracy of time expression taggers mean that most of
the work of tagging time expressions would be done auto-
matically with the annotator left only to confirm details and
scan for missed expressions.

Signals are a slightly different case. These are mostly
prepositions and subordinating conjunctions, but a smaller
number will have to be marked up. Here we have two op-
tions. We can mark up all prepositions and conjunctions
and leave it to the annotator to delete inappropriate anno-
tations, which is an easy process. Alternatively we could
only automatically annotate those prepositions which are
followed by a time referring expression. This approach car-
ries the danger of not pre-annotating all signals, and the an-
notator, concentrating on the pre-annotated sections, might
not catch all signals.

Intelligent Interaction with the Annotation Tool: Ques-
tion Ordering The second phase of stage II of the an-
notation process, during which the deductive closure over
the temporal relations is calculated and the annotator is
prompted for unknown temporal relations, is problematic
for the following reasons.

1. It is a long process, during which the annotator was
prompted for 62 temporal relations per text on aver-
age, even for the short texts in the pilot corpus.

2. There is, for now, only marginal consistency checking
and it is not possible to correct errors. Once the anno-
tator notices that she or he made a mistake earlier in
the process, then the whole stage II annotation process
has to be restarted.

One possible solution for the first problem would be to
optimise the order in which unknown temporal relations are
prompted for. As we explained in section 4.2., after each
temporal relation solicited from the user, all possible infer-
ences are drawn. The larger the number of the inferences,
the smaller the number of remaining unknown temporal re-
lations will be. The following simple example illustrates

the effect non-optimal soliciting can have. Imagine four
events, forming a ‘precedence chain’:

�������������! �����"
Imagine also that the link between ��� and �! is missing in
the response: �����#�!� �! �����"

If the first question establishes the temporal relation
holding between ��� and �! , then all other temporal rela-
tions can be inferred, based on the transitivity of before.
The temporal model can be completed with one question.
However, the order of questioning could be very different,
establishing the temporal relations between � � and � " , then
between � � and �  , � � and � " and then between � � and �  .
In this case four questions are asked to establish the rela-
tions holding between them.

Thus, question order can be important in determining
how many questions the annotator ultimately gets asked.
Clearly, one wants to minimise the number of questions
asked, but it is not clear (to us) whether there is a ques-
tion order that is guaranteed to minimise this number, and if
so how to determine it. We propose to investigate initially
a naive approach in which given two temporally-ordered
event chains we first ask questions which attempt to link
their end points, simply on the grounds that such questions
could lead to maximal gains. However, considerably more
empirical and theoretical investigation needs to be carried
out here.

Intelligent Interaction with the Annotation Tool: Cor-
recting Mistakes The second point requires a more elab-
orate solution. Once an incorrect temporal relation has been
added an indeterminate number of further incorrect infer-
ences may have been drawn on the basis of it. Two solu-
tions suggest themselves:

1. Provide the possibility of check-pointing, i.e. saving
intermediate stages to which the annotator can return
when an error has been detected. This could be done
automatically after each new user-solicited relation is
added. This has the advantage of being easy to imple-
ment but the disadvantage of erasing possibly correct
temporal relations added after the error, but indepen-
dently of it, with the consequence that work that will
have to be redone unnecessarily.

2. Implement a sort of truth maintenance system (Doyle,
1987; de Kleer, 1987), whereby only the incorrect
temporal relation and those temporal relations which
were inferred from it are deleted. This has the advan-
tage of minimising the amount of work the annotator
needs to redo unnecessarily, but the disadvantage of
being more complex to implement.

Clearly the second solution is the better in the long run,
as annotator effort is the chief quantity to conserve. We are
working on solution whereby all temporal relations added
to the temporal fact database record with them a justifica-
tion which includes a reference to any facts from which
they have been derived. Removing a temporal fact $ then
becomes a recursive procedure which begins with a search
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for all facts $&% whose justification mentions $ followed by
a recursive call to delete $'% . This will ensure that all depen-
dents of $ will be removed, while not touching any facts,
solicited or derived, that may have been added after $ in the
annotation process, but which are logically independent of
it.

6. Conclusion
We have argued that when extracting temporal infor-

mation from texts a target representation, such as a time-
event graph, which explicitly admits event-event temporal
relations as well as time-event relations, is superior to one
which does not, such as a time-stamped event sequence rep-
resentation. In essence the arguments are that a time-stamp
representation forces overspecification leading to informa-
tion loss, and that event-event relations must be extracted
even if a time-stamp representation is the target, and hence
might as well be retained.

We also described the annotation scheme we have de-
veloped, which enables us to annotate temporal relations
as well as events and time referring expressions, thus pro-
viding the necessary information to build time-event graphs
for texts. A trial corpus which we constructed based on this
scheme was described and used to corroborate the argument
in support of the time-event graph approach.

One potential practical argument against the time-event
graph approach is that building annotated resources captur-
ing the required information is costly and error-prone. In
the final section of the paper we introduced ideas for im-
proving quality and reducing effort in the annotation pro-
cess, improvements which we hope will make future larger
scale application of the annotation scheme feasible.
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Abstract
This paper presents a probe study into the use of temporal information in the resolution of implicit roles. It has been shown that temporal
information can influence rhetorical relations between utterances which in turn can influence the resolution of referential entities. We
describe a focusing-based algorithm for resolving implicit roles using such information and test the algorithm on an annotated corpus.
Our results show that temporal information can be useful in resolving implicit roles in some cases, but a much larger and varied corpus
is needed to strengthen this claim.

1. Introduction
This paper describes preliminary work relating tense to

implicit role reference. Past work has shown that tense can
influence the resolution of other reference types such as
pronouns as well as discourse structure ((Webber, 1988a)
and (Hwang and Schubert, 1992)). We extend this claim to
the reference of implicit roles. Verbs have certain required
roles, which refer to discourse entities, that are necessary
for comprehending the verb phrase, and thus aid in natural
language processing. Roles that do not have explicit an-
tecedents in the verb phrase are deemed implicit. We anno-
tated a small corpus for NPs and VPs and tense information
and show, in some cases, that one can improve resolution
rates of implicit roles by using simple heuristics incorpo-
rating tense with focusing. To our knowledge, this is the
first time that an automated corpus study has been done an-
alyzing the effects of temporal information in reference.

First, we describe implicit role reference in more de-
tail and how temporal information can be used in resolv-
ing implicit roles. In section 3, we describe our annotation
scheme, in section 4, our focusing-based algorithm for im-
plicit roles and finally the results of our algorithm on an
annotated corpus.

2. Implicit Role Reference
We claim that in addition to canonical reference types

such as pronominal reference, VP ellipsis, and discourse
deixis, verb phrases have certain required roles that can
be viewed as anaphoric. These required roles refer to dis-
course entities and are necessary for the interpreter to un-
derstand the verb phrase, and thus the complete utterance.
For example, in order to use the verb “take” one needs to
understand that an entity is being moved, that it is being
moved to one place from some other place, and that there
is some entity that is responsible for moving it.

Implicit role reference has been briefly studied as a side
effect of bridging and discourse relations ((Poesio, 1994)
and (Asher and Lascarides, 1999)) but no major empirical
work has been done in the area.

Resolution of implicit roles occurs frequently in natu-
rally occurring dialog. Consider the following, modified
from Asher and Lascarides (p. 90):

(1) Take engine E1 from Avon to Dansville.
(2a) Pick up the box-
car and take it to Broxburn.
(2b) And then take the box-
car from Corning.
(2c) Also take the boxcar.
(3) Leave E1 there but move the box-
car some more to Evansville.

For the sake of simplicity, assume that the verb “take”
has these roles: “Theme”: the entity being moved; “To-
Loc”: the location we are taking the “theme”; and “From-
Loc” the location we are leaving.

In utterance (2a) one needs to know the At-Loc of the
boxcar, in order to send it to Broxburn. This role is implicit
and is resolved to Dansville. In order to resolve “there” in
utterance (3) after utterance (2b) one must resolve the im-
plicit “From-Loc” in “take” in the previous sentence. But
the main point is that in a natural language understand-
ing/planning system, one must keep track of entities and
their locations in order for it to plan and carry out the task.

Asher and Lascarides point out that use of rhetorical
roles, specifically whether utterances are in a narrative or
parallel relationship, can aid in reference resolution. For
example, the relationship between (1) and (2a) is a narra-
tive while (1) and (2c) is parallel. While it is hard to an-
notate rhetorical relations we believe that one can approxi-
mate them by calculating the temporal relation between the
two utterances. For instance, if we know that there is a nar-
rative relation then we know that the entity that serves as
the To-Loc role will probably serve as the From-Loc role in
the next utterance, since entities move from the place they
were just taken.

In our corpus we found the following distribution (see
Figures 1 & 2) for the roles we focus on in this study (From-
Loc and To-Loc) and their antecedents. These figures show
that for a given role, how many sentences back (depth) its
antecedent is found and in what role focus list it is located
in. The trend is that antecedents for a From-Loc or To-
Loc are predominantly found in the current utterance or the
previous two utterances.

We describe our work in implicit roles in more detail in
(Tetreault, 2002).
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Depth From-Loc To-Loc
1 11 9
2 4 1
3 0 0
4 1 0
5+ 0 0
% 61.5% 38.5%

Figure 1: From-Loc

Depth Theme From-Loc To-Loc
1 0 1 1
2 0 0 2
3 0 0 0
4 1 0 1
5+ 0 1 0
% 14.3% 28.6% 57.1%

Figure 2: To-Loc

3. Annotation

We use a subset of the TRAINS-93 Corpus (Heeman
and Allen, 1994) annotated with coreference information
for pronouns (Byron and Allen, 1998). The dialogs typi-
cally consist of short sentences, usually 10 words or less
and are annotated using a sgml-style encoding. Our cor-
pus consists of a 86-utterance dialog in which two human
participants are given a task involving moving commodities
and trains around a fictional world. We manually annotated
each NP with an unique ID and its class (engine, tanker,
location, food). Each VP was annotated with an ID, a time
ID, and what NP ID(s) each role refers to. If a role is not
mentioned explicitly in the text such as the “at-loc” role in
(2a), then it is marked as implicit. The roles from each verb
are taken from the TRIPS natural language system lexicon
(Allen et al., 2000). For all the roles that are marked in this
study (instrument, theme, from-loc, to-loc) roughly 30%
are implicit.

A time point is associated with each verb event and con-
straints with previously mentioned time points are included
in the time tag. The first element of each time tag is the
time point associated with that event and is a string of a
character followed by a number such as “t0.” There are two
types of constraint relations: either time x precedes a time
y: “ ����� ” or x follows y: “ ����� ”. Multiple constraints
for a time point are encoded by linking the individual con-
straints with an ampersand: “ ��� � �
	����� � ��� ” which says
that t1 comes after t2 and t1 precedes t0. It should be noted
that this is a very naive encoding scheme and that complex
verb tenses are reduced to their root forms. A sample anno-
tation (modified for readability) is shown in Figure 3.

Annotation of time points was difficult because the goal
of each dialogs was to create a plan not to execute a plan in
real-time. This means that the two speakers will often talk
abstractly about parts of the plan and create hypothetical
plans that may be abandoned if the speakers feel that they

would not meet the constraints outlined by the experiment.
Often utterances such as “We will need to move the box-
car to Avon by midnight” would appear and be followed by
statements related to the introduced task. For our purposes,
these multiple stand-alone plans complicate annotation be-
cause all time points in the discourse are not necessarily
related. To deal with this, we give each sub-plan or hy-
pothetical plan its own code, so one sub-plan may have its
events labeled with “u”: “ �����
�����
��	������ ” while another dis-
tinct plan would have “v.”

4. Algorithm
We have developed a preliminary model for resolving

implicit roles that uses a combination of focusing and tem-
poral reasoning. Our algorithm for resolving implicit roles
in a discourse is as follows: first, as one progresses through
the discourse, each utterance maintains a focus list for each
role, such that when a NP is encountered, its discourse en-
tity representation is placed at the top of the appropriate
focus stack(s). When a verb is encountered, we check all
of its roles and place explicit ones (those found in surface
form of the sentence) on the top of the appropriate focus
stack. If a role is implicit then it is resolved as determined
by its type:

� Instrument: search through current utterance first for
an entity that meets the verb’s constraints. If one is not
found, then search through each past utterance’s focus
stacks: looking at the instrument and theme stacks in
that order.

� Theme: same as above except that the search order of
instrument and theme focus stacks is reversed

� From/To-Loc: use temporal reasoning to determine
what order to search past To-Loc and From-Loc lists
for each utterance.
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Take Engine E1 from Avon to Dansville. Pick up the boxcar.

� ve id=ve122 time=t0 theme=ne12 from-loc=ne5 to-loc=ne6 � Take
� ne id=ne12 � engine E1 � /ne � from � ne id=ne5 � Avon � /ne � to � ne id=ne6 � Dansville � /ne � � /ve � . � ve
id=ve123 time= ��� � ��� from-loc=ne6 theme=ne13 implicit=from-loc � Pick up � ne id=ne13 � the box-
car � /ne � � /ve � .

Figure 3: Example Annotation

Algorithm Instrument Theme From-Loc To-Loc Overall
R-L 78.9% 55.6% 65.4% 22.2% 61.9%
L-R 78.9% 44.4% 88.5% 44.5% 73.0%
Time, L-R 78.9% 55.6% 61.5% 55.6% 65.1%
Time, R-L 78.9% 44.5% 69.3% 55.6% 66.7%
Total 19 9 26 9

Figure 4: Implicit Role Reference Results

Our temporal reasoning scheme amounts to determin-
ing whether the current sentence � � is in a narrative or par-
allel relation with a preceding utterance ��� being searched
through for an antecedent. Since we annotated event times
we can use the following simple algorithm to assign a narra-
tive or parallel relation: If � � ’s event time occurs after ��� ’s
event time then we assume that a narrative relation holds
between the two and that a From-Loc role in � � should
search through the To-Loc list in � � . This is because in
a narrative, there is a linear movement from place to place.
If no such temporal relation is found, then we assume that
a parallel relation holds between � � and � � and we search
the From-Loc of � � for antecedents first. The same method
is used for To-Loc roles.

5. Results
We implemented the implicit role algorithm in a LISP

system and and tested it on our dialog. Figure 4 shows
the percentage correct for each version of the algorithm on
each implicit role. The first two versions of the algorithm
do not use temporal reasoning, while the last two do. R-
L indicates that each focus list is searched from right to
left, or from most recent to least recent. L-R indicates that
the focus list is searched in reverse order, meaning that the
subject of that utterance would be prominent. The last line
is the number of times that role appears implicitly in the
corpus.

6. Discussion
The conclusion of this study is that simple temporal

reasoning has a mixed effect on the resolution rate of a
verb’s implicit roles. While there is a moderate improve-
ment over the resolution of To-Loc’s (55.6% to 44.5%), the
naive method for resolving From-Loc’s clearly outperforms
its temporal reasoning counterpart (88.5% to 69.3%). Since
our corpus is so small it is hard to draw concrete conclu-
sions on whether not temporal reasoning works, especially
since a most-recent strategy performs very well. This is not

too surprising however since our statistics show that im-
plicit roles typically have antecedents found locally.

It should be noted that this is a work in progress. Our
annotation scheme is very basic and our error analysis
shows that many of the From-Loc errors using temporal
reasoning are due to deficiencies in the annotation (such as
reducing complex verb phrases to their one root verb). We
believe that a more detailed annotation of tense would make
result in a finer temporal ordering which would improve
performance. Another area of concern is our very small
corpus. Many empirical studies such as (Strube, 1998) and
(Tetreault, 2001) have corpora of hundreds or even thou-
sands of annotated sentences. The larger and more varied
the corpus, the more reliable the results. We also acknowl-
edge the fact that automating the annotation of temporal re-
lations is complicated task all to itself and that it is an area
of future research.

Recent work on this corpus has looked into the effects
of breaking up conjoined utterances on reference resolution
as suggested by (Kameyama, 1998). and implemented by
(Strube, 1998). We found that this simple metric improved
scores for all implicit roles (without using temporal reason-
ing) as well as for pronouns in another corpus (Tetreault,
2001). We tested temporal reasoning with the utterances
broken apart and found it did not improve the score any
higher.

Currently, we are annotating a much larger corpus of
a similar domain (emergency rescue planning for a city).
We hope that using this new data will address the problems
discussed above.

In short, preliminary results indicate that temporal rea-
soning could be useful in reference resolution, but a bet-
ter annotation scheme and a larger corpus are needed to
strengthen this claim.
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